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Abstract 

 

 

The UK’s departure from the EU marks a pivotal moment in the history of intra-EU 

migration, one which foretells significant consequences for the identities and future plans of 

EU27 citizens who call the UK home, as they try to navigate the uncertainty and xenophobic 

othering sparked by the referendum result in June 2016. This thesis proposes five hypotheses 

on the cause-and-effect relationships that link migrant identity to subsequent decision-

making in the context of Brexit, through coping strategies and other determining factors. 

Findings are based on thematic and comparative analysis of qualitative in-depth interviews 

with 22 Italian, Polish and Romanian citizens living in London, which were conducted 

between March 2018 and April 2019, prior to the UK’s departure date and during a period of 

considerable uncertainty regarding their future in the country. In terms of Brexit’s impact on 

their identity formation, xenophobic othering plays a key role in reinforcing and 

reconfiguring collective identities, and provokes contests to citizenship-identity hierarchies 

within the EU27 community in London. Despite the three nationalities’ differing patterns of 

belonging and resulting identity reconfigurations, Brexit has broadly increased their 

attachment to, and solidarity through, a transnational European identity. In terms of the 

practical impact of Brexit on significant life-course decisions, the referendum has not 

triggered a ‘Brexodus’ or mass emigration of EU27 citizens from the UK, as emigration 

decisions are primarily governed by individual and circumstantial factors. Citizens who do 

not emigrate either face analysis paralysis and adopt avoidance tactics to delay decision-

making, or they opt for instrumental naturalisation which often leads subliminally to a greater 

sense of belonging in the UK. Alongside the general hypotheses, this thesis also depicts the 

diverse attitudes and coping strategies that differentiate Italians, Polish and Romanians from 

one another, with regards to their distinct national and cultural backgrounds. 

 

 

Keywords: belonging, Brexit, European identity, identity, interviews, London, migrant 

identity, migration, othering, social identity, uncertainty   
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“Since the referendum, personally I feel a bit lost. Seriously. I thought of myself as Italian, 

but also obviously such an important part of my life, my children, my husband, my work, 

was here in London, that I felt also belonging to this country and I was very thankful to be 

here. But now I have the feeling of being lost. Now we are starting to think about going 

back to Italy, but we’ve spent so much time here, that I don’t know how we’d start again 

after so many years. It’s a sense of feeling lost.”1 

  

                                                
 
1 Giulia, Italian. Pseudonyms have been used to protect the confidentiality of interviewees. For further 

biographical details about individuals, see Appendix I. 
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Introduction  

 

Immigration of European Union (EU) citizens to the United Kingdom (UK) featured 

prominently in the discourse surrounding the 2016 referendum on EU membership, and the 

populist rejection of EU free movement is considered one of the key factors that motivated 

broad support for the UK’s exit from the EU, commonly termed ‘Brexit’. The UK’s imminent 

departure has various implications for EU27 citizens already living in the UK, although 

further political and legislative processes still need to occur before EU27 citizens have 

complete certainty on the changes they will face, after more than three years of limbo.2 

 

Since the referendum result in June 2016, the dominant media and political discourse on 

Brexit has focused on political manoeuvrings in London and Brussels, and comparatively 

less attention has been given to the voices of the 3.7 million EU27 citizens currently living 

in the UK whose rights and lives will be affected.3 The British media’s broad under-

representation of the EU27 citizens’ voice prompted my interest in how Brexit is impacting 

these citizens. Some coverage has focused on their real-life reactions to Brexit, for example 

analysing their propensity (or not) for return or onward migration from the UK, which the 

media have termed ‘Brexodus’.4 Almost no coverage however concentrates on the impact of 

Brexit on their sense of identity, their attitudes towards concepts like othering and belonging, 

and how they subsequently deal with this. These important issues are what this thesis seeks 

to understand, explain and disseminate. 

 

 

                                                
 
2 EU27 refers to all EU Member States at the time of writing, minus the UK. Other abbreviations include 

EU14 (the fourteen other Member States of the EU prior to the 2004 accession round), EU10 (the combined 

EU8 and EU2 countries), EU8 (the eight countries that joined the EU in 2004) and EU2 (Romania and 

Bulgaria, who joined the EU in 2007). 
3 “Table 2.3: Population of the UK by country of birth and nationality,” Office for National Statistics, last 

modified May 24, 2019, accessed July 1, 2019, https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/ 

populationandmigration/internationalmigration/datasets/populationoftheunitedkingdombycountryofbirthandna

tionality. 
4 ‘Brexodus’ is a compound of ‘Brexit’ and ‘exodus’ which refers to the departure of people and/or companies 

from the UK due to Brexit. Joseph O’Leary, “Has there been a ‘Brexodus’ of EU citizens since the 

referendum?” Full Fact, last modified December 19, 2018, accessed July 3, 2019, 

https://fullfact.org/immigration/eu-citizens-brexodus/. 
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Research approach  

 

Brexit constitutes a unique moment in the history of intra-EU migration, and the sizeable 

population impacted by the changes present a novel case study for researchers of identity. 

This thesis shines a spotlight on the underestimated impact of Brexit on the social identity 

formation of EU27 citizens and the resulting consequences for them, through presenting and 

analysing the real-life attitudes and reactions to Brexit of three EU27 nationalities in London. 

 

At this pivotal moment when the status quo and future of the UK’s role in, and relationship 

with, Europe is being challenged, this thesis asks the following research questions:  

 

1. Impact on identity 

1.1. How does Brexit affect the identity formation processes of Italian, Polish 

and Romanian citizens living in London?  

1.2. In what ways do the different national backgrounds affect these identity 

formation processes? 

2. Consequences 

2.1. How do Italian, Polish and Romanian citizens in London deal with the 

impact of Brexit on their identity?  

2.2. What consequences or outcomes does this provoke?  

 

Given the relative scarcity of academic literature on this exact subject matter, the most 

suitable method to answer these research questions was to speak directly to those affected, 

through conducting one-to-one semi-structured interviews. Adopting an inductive approach, 

I paired this case-oriented and idiographic primary research with thematic and comparative 

analysis to refine my conclusions into five general hypotheses. 

 

A study of all EU27 nationalities was not feasible so I instead focus on just three, each from 

a different EU accession round and each with a sizeable community in the UK today: Italians, 

Polish and Romanians. 

 

Additionally, there is an interesting temporal dimension to this research. All 21 research 

interviews were conducted and analysed between March 2018 and July 2019, during the 
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Article 50 negotiation period throughout which the UK was still a full member of the EU. 

The evidence was gathered within a context of considerable uncertainty for the interviewees 

regarding their rights and status, so this research also offers a rare snapshot of EU27 citizens 

during this particularly challenging period in time. 

 

Thesis structure 

 

This thesis begins with a literature review in Chapter 1 to introduce the pertinent theoretical 

and empirical perspectives on social identity formation and place this research within its 

academic field. In Chapter 2, the rationale behind selecting Italian, Polish and Romanian 

citizens as subjects for analysis and the methodology underpinning the 21 primary research 

interviews are then explained, before a historical overview of the three nationalities’ 

migratory patterns to the UK is presented in Chapter 3 to contextualise the primary research. 

  

Chapters 4 and 5 then utilise evidence from the primary sources to thematically and 

comparatively analyse the significant factors affecting the social identity formation processes 

of Italians, Polish and Romanians in the context of Brexit and the subsequent consequences. 

In Chapter 6, these key themes are presented as five hypotheses before, finally, the key 

findings are recapped in the Conclusion along with suggested fruitful avenues for further 

research. 
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Chapter 1: Theoretical and empirical perspectives on migrant 

identity formation 

 

A multidisciplinary study of identity formation straddles the disciplines of sociology, 

ethnography and psychology, among others. Specifically underpinning my research 

questions is the field of identity studies which, since its origins in the 1980s, has blossomed 

into a fully-fledged discipline with scholars proposing a fantastic breadth of theoretical 

frameworks and case studies of contested identities to investigate, with both quantitative and 

qualitative studies from which to take inspiration. Among the more seminal theories are 

political historian Benedict Anderson’s work on collective identities and nationalism through 

‘imagined communities’, and social psychologist Henri Tajfel’s social identity theory on 

deriving belonging from group membership and a process of ‘othering’, which involves 

forming exclusive ‘in’-groups and ‘out’-groups, in order to enhance the self-image of the 

‘in’-group.5 

 

Within this body of identity literature exists the sub-field of migrant identity studies. My 

research into the social identity formation of three EU27 nationalities impacted by Brexit is 

situated within this academic sub-field and it draws its principal theoretical frameworks and 

methodology from it. This literature review chapter firstly introduces key theories and 

concepts in migrant identity literature, and secondly reviews the relevant empirical research 

to date, explaining how they relate to and enrich this study. 

 

1.1 Relevant theoretical literature 

 

Maria Caterina La Barbera’s introduction to the volume Identity and Migration in Europe: 

Multidisciplinary Perspectives recognises the significant impact of migration processes on 

identity construction and transformation, and highlights the relative lack of research into this 

sub-field so far. She explains that:  

                                                
 
5 Benedict Anderson, Imagined communities: reflections on the origin and spread of nationalism (London: 

Verso, 1983);  Henri Tajfel and John Turner, “An integrative theory of intergroup conflict,” in The social 

psychology of intergroup relations?, ed. William. G. Austin and Stephen Worchel (Montery, CA: Brooks-

Cole, 1979), 33. 
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Identity refers to the outcome of two main processes: self-representations and social 

categorisation. The combination of these two processes results in the feeling of 

differentiation from others, the recognition of one’s own difference, the sense of 

belonging, and consequent mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion, which are in turn 

created, maintained, and reinforced through public policies and the law.6 

 

Social psychologist William Swann’s theory suggests that these two key paradigms of 

identity, self-representation (related to individual identities) and social categorisation (related 

to collective identities), are in a state of conflict and negotiation, which contributors to La 

Barbera’s volume argue is further heightened for migrants.7 They acknowledge the effect of 

migration policies, membership rights, laws and institutional frameworks on subsequent 

degrees of inclusion or marginalisation of migrants, and this provides a useful grounding for 

my understanding of how the highly political, institutional process of Brexit and the 

connected naturalisation process affect the identity formation processes of Italian, Polish and 

Romanian citizens in London. For example, it helps to explain some interviewees’ feelings 

of marginalisation at being unable to vote in the referendum, and their decreased sense of 

belonging at the prospect of their existing rights diminishing after Brexit.  

 

Alongside these formal and institutional processes, the volume also covers shifts in migrant 

identity that occur naturally in multicultural societies such as London. La Barbera explains 

that migrants often undergo a total (re)construction of their identities when they emigrate, as 

the traditional markers of identity that used to exist in their home country, such as their 

family, status and social networks, are absent.8 This (re)construction can result in many 

different configurations. One example is new forms of cultural hybridism which result in 

individual migrants self-representing as a blend of multiple local, regional, national, or 

transnational identities or affiliations, over and above the original nationality imprinted on 

                                                
 
6 Maria Caterina La Barbera, “Identity and Migration: An Introduction,” in Identity and Migration in Europe: 

Multidisciplinary Perspectives, ed. Maria Caterina La Barbera, International Perspectives on Migration, 13. 

(Cham: Springer, 2015), 9. 
7 William B. Swann, “Identity negotiation: Where two roads meet,” Journal of Personality and Social 

Psychology 53, no.1 (1987): 1038. 
8 La Barbera, “Identity and Migration: An Introduction,” 3. 
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their burgundy EU passports.9 Alternatively, La Barbera also argues that feelings of nostalgia 

for the home country can arise out of the dichotomy between the migrants’ idealised image 

of the receiving country prior to arrival, and their disillusionment at the less-than-ideal reality 

of ‘othering’ and exclusion they sometimes encounter after arrival. When the migration 

process involves changing social categories of reference, moving from an ‘in’-group in one’s 

home country to an ‘out’-group in the UK, this drives nostalgia and idealisation of the home 

country, in some cases reinforcing their attachment to their national identity and cultural 

markers such as their native language.10 Analysis of interviewees in section 4.3.3 in fact 

demonstrates that both of these theories are valid in different contexts. 

 

On the subject of language, sociolinguist Peter Trudgill’s work and Benedict Anderson’s 

theory of ‘imagined communities’ explain that language is a key catalyst of nation-building 

and national identity: ‘What the eye is to the lover […] language […] is to the patriot’.11 In 

the case of Italy, Poland and Romania, where only one monocentric and endemic language 

is spoken by the majority of the population, that language can serve as a significant marker 

of linguistic identity and an important component of that community’s national identity. 

When a person moves beyond the geographic borders of their native language into another 

linguistic territory, this effect is further accentuated. This theory is demonstrated in section 

5.4.1 by almost all interviewees’ consistent desire for this element of national affiliation to 

endure in their legacy through passing down their mother tongue to their future offspring, 

even if only as a heritage language.12 

 

                                                
 
9 Francesco Viola, “Negotiation of Identities and Negotiation of Values in Multicultural Societies,” in Identity 

and Migration in Europe: Multidisciplinary Perspectives, ed. Maria Caterina La Barbera, International 

Perspectives on Migration, 13 (Cham: Springer, 2015), 29; Nira Yuval-Davis, “The ‘Multi-Layered Citizen’,” 

International Feminist Journal of Politics 1, no. 1 (2001): 119-36, doi:10.1080/146167499360068. 
10 La Barbera, “Identity and Migration: An Introduction,” 3. 
11 Peter Trudgill, Sociolinguistics: an introduction to language and society (London: Penguin Books, 2000), 

33; Anderson, Imagined communities, 154. 
12 Not all interviewees wanted to have children in future, but all those who did wanted to pass down their 

mother tongue. Anna Ladilova, “Language and Identity of Migrants: The Role of the Heritage Language in 

the Process of Collective Identity Construction in a Migration Situation,” Language and Dialogue 5, no. 1 

(2015): 176, doi:10.1075/ld.5.1.09lad. 
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The notions of belonging and membership are deemed crucial for migrant identity formation 

and reconstruction according to migration scholars Nela Milic and Nira Yuval-Davis and 

they are also relevant components of this study.13 Discussions about where or what ‘home’ 

is for interviewees led inevitably to questions of space, temporality and permanence, 

including migrants’ future intentions for settlement or onward migration and their attitudes 

towards naturalisation. There was a 149% year-on-year increase in EU27 applications for 

UK citizenship from 2016-17 and a further 23% increase from 2017-18, almost certainly 

connected to the uncertainty surrounding their residency rights in the UK post-Brexit.14 

Research shows a positive correlation between the attainment of dual nationality and the 

development of a sense of belonging in the receiving country, so one unexpected outcome of 

Brexit could be that, in prompting more EU27 nationals to acquire UK citizenship, the 

naturalisation process may provide larger numbers of new dual nationals with an increased 

sense of belonging in the UK compared to before, when they had less motive to undergo the 

formality of acquiring citizenship.15 The five interviewees who had acquired UK nationality 

since 2016 confirmed this theory, which is discussed further in section 5.3.1. For a deeper 

theoretical explanation behind this phenomenon, we should first take a step back and look at 

uncertainty as a potential driver of citizenship applications from EU27 nationals and explore 

how this links to identity. 

 

Various scholars regard migration as a rite of passage. Migrants who are uncertain of their 

short-term migration plans or undecided on their long-term ‘home’ can be considered as in 

transit or in ‘liminality’, an intermediate phase in their rite of passage. Ethnographer Arnold 

van Gennep and anthropologist Victor Turner have each analysed this liminal phase of 

transition and argue that these people exist in a limbo, an unfinished borderland condition of 

                                                
 
13 Nela Milic, “An Artistic Journey Through the Experiences of Refugee and Migrant Women in London,” in 

Identity and Migration in Europe: Multidisciplinary Perspectives, ed. Maria Caterina La Barbera, 

International Perspectives on Migration, 13 (Cham: Springer, 2015), 163-173; Nira Yuval-Davis, "Belonging 

and the Politics of Belonging," Patterns of Prejudice 40, no. 3 (2006): 197-214, 

doi:10.1080/00313220600769331. 
14 “National Statistics: How many people continue their stay in the UK?” UK Government, last modified 

February 28, 2019, accessed July 1, 2019, https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/immigration-

statistics-year-ending-december-2018/how-many-people-continue-their-stay-in-the-uk. 
15 La Barbera, “Identity and Migration: An Introduction,” 6. 
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not yet ‘here’ but no longer ‘there’ either.16 In this borderland characterised by uncertainty, 

they can often feel more marginalised than other more settled co-nationals and feel a weaker 

sense of belonging to established social categories. Sociologist Aleksandra Grzymala-

Kazlowska’s research into social anchoring also attests that international migration usually 

involves substantial life changes and identity crises, meaning “migrants might particularly 

need points of stability and reference”.17 

 

Connected to this, social psychologists Michael Hogg and Joseph Wagoner propose the 

uncertainty-identity theory, which suggests that periods of self-related uncertainty motivate 

people to turn to group identification through the process of self‐categorisation, in order to 

reduce the uncertainty and find a stable point of reference.18 Applied to this scenario of 

indecision regarding the future after Brexit, one example of collective identification is EU27 

nationals’ increasing attachment to a European identity, as a performance of solidarity with 

one another that reconstitutes belonging.19 Another example is EU27 applications for UK 

citizenship, which are primarily driven by a need for legal security, but potentially also out 

of a subliminal desire to belong to an ‘imagined community’ through formally confirming 

group membership - a phenomenon analysed by theories on the sociology of citizenship.20 

However, another outcome of such uncertainty is analysis paralysis, whereby a person within 

a complex and ambiguous scenario procrastinates and suppresses decision-making on 

significant life issues, in an unconscious effort to preserve the existing options. In this 

research into EU27 citizens, the significant life-course decisions that are potentially 

expedited, delayed or halted by the uncertainty of Brexit are not limited solely to whether or 

                                                
 
16 Victor Turner, “Liminality and Communitas,” in The Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure 

(Chicago: Aldine Publishing, 1969), 94. 
17 Aleksandra Grzymala-Kazlowska, “Social Anchoring: Immigrant Identity, Security and Integration 

Reconnected?” Sociology 50, no. 6 (2016): 1129. 
18 Joseph A. Wagoner and Michael A. Hogg, “Uncertainty-Identity Theory,” in Encyclopedia of Personality 

and Individual Differences, ed. Virgil Zeigler-Hill and Todd K. Shackelford (Cham: Springer, 2017), 1, 

doi:10.1007/978-3-319-28099-8_1195-1. 
19 Kate Botterill, David McCollum, and Naomi Tyrrell, "Negotiating Brexit: Migrant Spatialities and 

Identities in a Changing Europe," Population, Space and Place 25, no. 1 (2019): e2216, 3, 

doi:10.1002/psp.2216. 
20 Anderson, Imagined communities, 154. Indrajit Roy, “A Sociology Of Citizenship: Preliminary 

Reflections,” The Oxford University Politics Blog, last modified February 10, 2015, accessed July 1, 2019, 

https://blog.politics.ox.ac.uk/sociology-citizenship1/. 
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not to naturalise in the UK. They also extend to decisions on substantial long-term 

investments in UK property, assets or university courses, or on whether to remain in or 

emigrate from the UK, which are explored in Chapter 5. 

 

A relevant theoretical concept in the context of cosmopolitan London is the process of de- 

and re-territorialisation, which concerns the increasing detachment of identities from local 

places as a result of globalisation and growing international mobility.21 The hotly-debated 

‘citizen of the world’ label mocked by former British Prime Minister Theresa May, and 

Adrian Favell’s concept of ‘denationalised freedom’ for the highly-mobile young Europeans 

(so-called ‘Eurostars’) that move fluidly in and out of ‘Eurocities’ such as London, both 

evidence this decoupling of the relationship between culture and place, with a corresponding 

unlinking of identity from traditional belonging to a geographic place.22 

 

Linked to cosmopolitan London’s role in identity formation, social psychologist Gordon 

Allport’s intergroup contact hypothesis sets out how interpersonal contact between members 

of majority and minority groups can effectively reduce prejudice, stereotyping and 

discrimination.23 This intergroup contact is easily facilitated in London by the melting pot of 

nationalities and cultures that have long lived side-by-side without conflict, but this kind of 

contact is less common in other less cosmopolitan parts of the UK. In areas outside of London 

with lower numbers of migrants, the local population’s lack of contact with migrants has 

contributed to both a higher aversion to EU27 migrants, as evidenced by a correspondingly 

higher proportion of ‘Leave’ voters.24 Academic studies in other parts of the UK show that 

EU27 citizens have an even greater need to adopt selective strategies of self-representation 

                                                
 
21 Akhil Gupta and James Ferguson, "Beyond "culture": Space, Identity, and the Politics of Difference," 

Cultural Anthropology 7, no. 1 (1992): 6. 
22 Theresa May, “Theresa May's conference speech in full,” The Telegraph, last modified October 5, 2016, 

accessed July 1, 2019, https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/10/05/theresa-mays-conference-speech-in-

full/; Adrian Favell, Eurostars and Eurocities: Free Movement and Mobility in an Integrating Europe 

(Oxford: Blackwell, 2008), 9. 
23 Gordon W. Allport, The Nature of Prejudice (Cambridge Mass.: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 

1954). 
24 Chris Lawton and Robert Ackrill, “Hard Evidence: how areas with low immigration voted mainly for 

Brexit,” The Conversation, last modified July 8, 2016, accessed July 1, 2019, 

https://theconversation.com/hard-evidence-how-areas-with-low-immigration-voted-mainly-for-brexit-62138. 
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outside of London, where there is a perceived greater risk of xenophobic harassment, othering 

and discrimination.25 This perception is supported by anecdotal evidence from interviewees, 

which is explored in sections 4.1.1. and 4.3.2. Allport’s contact theory demonstrates why a 

study like this could reach very different conclusions in rural parts of the UK as opposed to 

in London, and explains why this study’s scope is limited to one defined geographical area, 

rather than the whole country. 

  

Literature on identity performance shows that strategies of self-representation are connected 

to individuals’ fundamental self-perception and identity (re)construction, through 

conforming behaviours that aim to secure belonging and membership of an ‘in’-group.26 This 

social identity performance involves the strategic display of specific identity markers 

according to context and assumed reception. While strategic disidentification coping 

mechanisms are often adopted for practical reasons of wanting to avoid othering, for example 

in ‘Leave’-voting areas of the UK, this can gradually influence fundamental identity 

reconfiguration. Examples of interviewees’ selective social identity performances to avoid 

discrimination include: not using their mother tongue in public; striving to adopt a neutral 

English accent to conceal their foreignness; anglicising their name to hide their nationality; 

responding strategically to direct questions about nationality with non-specific demonyms 

such as ‘European’; and qualifying answers with additional information in order to restore 

status that they perceive to be lost in revealing their nationality. These actions of concealment 

certainly predate the 2016 referendum, but it appears that the increasingly xenophobic 

environment legitimised by Brexit has increased the prevalence of certain EU27 

nationalities’ attempts to mask their original nationality, leading to a gradual detachment 

from that ostracised national identity. 

 

                                                
 
25 Kate Botterill and Jonathan Hancock, “Rescaling Belonging in “Brexit Britain”: Spatial Identities and 

Practices of Polish Nationals in Scotland After the UK Referendum on European Union Membership,” 

Population, Space and Place 25, no. 1 (2019): e2217. doi:10.1002/psp.2217; Taulant Guma and Rhys Dafydd 

Jones, "“Where Are We Going to Go Now?” European Union Migrants' Experiences of Hostility, Anxiety, 

and (non-)belonging during Brexit," Population, Space and Place 25, no. 1 (2019): e2198, 

doi:10.1002/psp.2198. 
26 Olivier Klein, Russell Spears and Stephen Reicher, “Social identity performance: Extending the strategic 

side of SIDE,” Personality and Social Psychology Review 11, no. 1 (2007): 28. doi:10.1177/10888683062 

94588. 
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1.2 Relevant empirical literature  

 

Having reviewed the most relevant theoretical frameworks for my research, I now 

complement those with an overview of the similar empirical studies conducted to date by a 

small concentrated group of academics in the UK, whose work most closely addresses the 

key concepts in my research questions. The relative scarcity of these studies prompted me to 

conduct my own primary research and I took inspiration from their methodologies in my own 

research design, which is explained in detail in Chapter 2. 

 

Researchers at the University of Sussex’s Centre for Migration Research are among the most 

prolific in researching the subject of migrant identity in the context of Brexit, with Russell 

King, Aija Lulle, Laura Moroşanu and Caterina Mazzilli all making valuable contributions 

through their analysis of qualitative in-depth interviews with Italian and Romanian citizens 

living in the UK. 

 

Lulle, Moroşanu and King’s comparative analysis of the post-Brexit plans of young Irish, 

Italian and Romanian citizens living in and around London, based on 87 in-depth interviews 

both pre- and post-referendum (2015-16), provided an invaluable baseline and design for my 

own comparative research. Their conclusions revealed uncertainty regarding future mobility 

plans: either utilising ‘tactics of belonging’ to stay in the UK; returning home earlier than 

planned; or moving to another country; and they uncovered evidence of new hierarchies and 

boundaries between EU27 migrants as a result of Brexit. Both proved fruitful lines of inquiry 

to pursue through my own in-depth interviews with two of the three nationalities in their 

study.27 

 

Building on their Sussex colleagues’ earlier findings, Mazzilli and King then conducted 

interviews with 28 Italians in London in 2016-17, finding that their initial shock at the 

referendum result later made way for anger, and that they adopted two discursive strategies 

                                                
 
27 Aija Lulle, Laura Moroşanu and Russell King, “And then came Brexit: Experiences and future plans of 

young EU migrants in the London region,” Population, Space and Place 24, no. 1 (2017): e2122, 

doi:10.1002/psp.2122. 
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to cope with their new feelings of unwelcome. They firstly justified their right to be in the 

UK through their contribution to the economy, and secondly distinguished themselves and 

their status from the ‘new’ Eastern European migrants that they believed to be responsible 

for the anti-immigrant sentiment in the UK. In terms of future migration or settlement plans, 

most interviewees cited uncertainty as a reason for their indecision on whether to stay or 

leave.28 

 

Researchers at the University of Southampton’s Centre for Population Change have analysed 

quantitative survey data on Polish and Romanian citizens’ migration strategies in the context 

of Brexit.29 

 

In the first of two relevant studies, sociologists Derek McGhee, Chris Moreh and Athina 

Vlachantoni analysed 737 responses to a pre-referendum online survey of Polish, Romanian 

and Portuguese residents in the UK to identify their mobility and civic integration strategies 

over the next five years. This provided useful quantitative data on two of my three chosen 

nationalities and the findings suggested far higher intentions to stay and apply for permanent 

residence or citizenship (73%) than to leave the UK (10%). It also highlighted considerable 

differences between the nationalities, which helps to answer my second research question, 

with those from more recently acceded EU8 and EU2 Member States being most inclined to 

apply for UK citizenship in the next five years: 48% of Portuguese, 66% of Polish and 75% 

of Romanians.30 

 

In a similar pre-referendum timeframe, the same three researchers also collected quantitative 

online survey responses from 894 Polish citizens in the UK, for analysis of their intended 

                                                
 
28 Caterina Mazzilli and Russell King, ““What have I done to deserve this?” Young Italian migrants in Britain 

narrate their reaction to Brexit and plans to the future,” Rivista Geografica Italiana 125, no. 4 (2019): 507-23. 
29 “Understanding the drivers and consequences of population changes in the UK in the context of a changing 

Europe,” Centre for Population Change, accessed July 1, 2019, http://www.cpc.ac.uk/projects/18/ 

Understanding_the_drivers_and_consequence_of_population_changes_in_the_UK_in_the_context_of_a_cha

nging_Europe#Publications_Activities. 
30 Chris Moreh, Derek McGhee and Athina Vlachantoni, “Should I stay or should I go? Strategies of EU 

citizens living in the UK in the context of the EU referendum,” Southampton: ESRC Centre for Population 

Change Briefing Paper 35, last modified November 2016, accessed July 1, 2019, http://www.cpc.ac.uk/docs/ 

BP35_Should_I_stay_or_should_I_go.pdf. 
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migration strategies through the lens of ‘intentional unpredictability’.31 This was a popular 

concept in post-Enlargement literature on Polish migration, referring to unplanned fluidity 

and liquid migration. However, they actually discovered that this tendency for temporariness 

had shifted, and that anxiety about the referendum and rights-awareness had become more 

significant determinants of migration strategies after Brexit than the traditional demographic 

variables previously thought to be paramount. They also concluded that a deeper 

understanding of the migrants’ future strategies through Brexit would require an in-depth 

qualitative study, which my research offers.32 

 

To complement the Sussex and Southampton centres’ qualitative studies of Italians and 

Romanians and their quantitative studies of Polish and Romanians, two additional qualitative 

studies of Polish nationals make up a comprehensive overview of the most relevant empirical 

studies to date. 

 

Sociologist Louise Ryan conducted in-depth interviews and network mapping with 20 Polish 

citizens who had lived in London for a decade, on the topic of their mobility decision-making 

and integration strategies. As a result, she proposed the concept of ‘differentiated embedding’ 

to explore how Polish migrants negotiate attachment and belonging as dynamic temporal, 

spatial and relational processes. Although this research was conducted in 2014, before the 

referendum, it provides a qualitative understanding of the different ways that Polish citizens 

settle and negotiate belonging in the UK. In particular, Ryan’s hypothesis of ambiguous or 

reverse embedding occurring as a result of big life events can help explain their reactions to 

Brexit and future migration intentions in relation to this event.33 

 

                                                
 
31 John Eade, Stephen Drinkwater, and Michal Garapich, “Class and Ethnicity - Polish Migrants in 

London,” Research Report for the RES-000-22-1294 ESRC Project, University of Surrey, CRNEM, 2017, 

accessed July 1, 2019, http://esrc-files.s3.amazonaws.com/outputs/RxRVifu0KECMKwiqtrYCxA/ 

ilkIufjGjEipUq8-QcH2Rw.pdf. 
32 Derek McGhee, Chris Moreh, and Athina Vlachantoni, “An ‘undeliberate determinacy’? The changing 

migration strategies of Polish migrants in the UK in times of Brexit,” Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies 

43, no. 13 (2017): 2125. 
33 Louise Ryan, “Differentiated embedding: Polish migrants in London negotiating belonging over time,” 

Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies 44, no. 2 (2017): 248, doi:10.1080/1369183X.2017.1341710. 
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Piotr Teodorowski and colleagues from Robert Gordon University in Aberdeen, along with 

the mental health charity Feniks which supports Central Eastern European citizens in 

Scotland, have published two reports: one quantitative one qualitative, on their beneficiaries’ 

mental health and wellbeing since Brexit, with the majority of their participants being 

Polish.34 In a quantitative survey asking many of the same questions that I later used in my 

own interviews, they found that 44.4% felt it unfair they could not vote in the referendum, 

57.5% felt less welcome in the UK and 30% felt less safe personally than before the 

referendum, against a backdrop of 77% of young Eastern Europeans experiencing racism.35 

Their qualitative methods in focus groups revealed increasing levels of worry and uncertainty 

about the future, with a lack of control and feelings of rejection highlighted as key factors 

which have left some struggling with anxiety and depression, and many others feeling 

disenfranchised and disempowered.36 

 

The empirical studies above focus predominantly on Brexit’s impact on migration strategies, 

useful for my third and fourth research questions. More closely linked to my first and second 

research questions on identity formation, however, is a recent publication by several of the 

researchers above, who convened at three sessions on ‘Negotiating Brexit: migrant 

spatialities and identities in a changing Europe’ at the Royal Geographical Society’s Annual 

International Conference in 2017.37 They have since collected various papers into a special 

issue of Population, Space and Place journal, which discuss processes of settlement and 

belonging, migrant attachment to place and nation, repositioning of EU27 nationals from 

                                                
 
34 “Report on EU nationals’ reaction and long-term consequences of the EU Referendum,” Feniks, accessed 

July 1, 2019, http://www.feniks.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Feniks_Report_EU_nationals_reaction 

_to_Brexit.pdf. 
35 Daniela Sime et al., “Eastern European Young People in Brexit Britain: Racism, Anxiety and a Precarious 

Future [Research and Policy Briefing No.1],” University of Strathclyde, last modified November 2017, 

accessed July 1, 2019, https://issuu.com/strathclydehass/docs/briefing1_here_to_stay_racism_web?e= 

35784206/68900984. 
36 Piotr Teodorowski, Ruth Woods, Magda Czarnecka and Catriona Kennedy, “How Brexit Impacts EU 

Citizens’ Mental Health and Wellbeing Research Findings,” Robert Gordon University Aberdeen, last 

modified June 2019, accessed July 1, 2019, http://www.rgu.ac.uk/brexit-mental-health-research-findings. 
37 Conference agendas for the three sessions on: “Negotiating Brexit: migrant spatialities and identities in a 

changing Europe,” RGS-IBG Annual International Conference 2017, accessed July 1, 2019, http://conference. 

rgs.org/AC2017/288; http://conference.rgs.org/AC2017/318; http://conference.rgs.org/AC2017/351. 
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‘citizen’ to ‘migrant’, transnational home-making and boundary drawing.38 Political 

scientists Ronald Ranta and Nevena Nancheva’s contribution on Brexit’s disruption to EU27 

nationals’ four patterns of belonging (breakaway, cosmopolitan, in-between, or patriotic) is 

based on mixed-methods primary research and particularly useful for the analysis of my 

qualitative data in section 4.3.3.39 

 

Given that these researchers have so far only taken tentative steps into studying the impact 

of Brexit on EU27 nationals’ identity formation, my findings through this qualitative research 

offer a valuable and timely contribution to the discussion in this specific field. In this study I 

combine prominent theoretical frameworks on migrant identity (in section 1.1) with key 

aspects of the empirical methodologies used in other recent studies of Italians, Polish and 

Romanians since 2016 (in section 1.2), to answer my research questions. A detailed 

explanation of the methodology follows in Chapter 2.  

                                                
 
38 Botterill, McCollum and Tyrrell, "Negotiating Brexit: Migrant Spatialities and Identities in a Changing 

Europe.” 
39 Ronald Ranta and Nevena Nancheva, “Unsettled: Brexit and European Union nationals' sense of 

belonging,” Population, Space and Place 25, no. 1 (2019): e2199, doi:10.1002/psp.2199. 
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Chapter 2: Methodological framework and research design 

 

This chapter explains the primary research methods used in this study, the motivations behind 

the methods selected, the sample and recruitment of participants, the approach to data 

collection and the data analysis process.  

 

2.1 Research questions and purpose 
 

The UK media’s announcement of a ‘Brexodus’ and anecdotal evidence from a few EU27 

citizens living in the UK provided my initial hypothesis that the political context surrounding 

Brexit may be impacting EU27 citizens: firstly in terms of feelings towards their identity and 

belonging; and secondly regarding any subsequent significant decision-making. To confirm 

or reject this hypothesis of causality, I formulated two high-level research questions: 

 

Feelings towards identity and belonging → Research Question 1 on identity formation processes 

Consequences for decision-making → Research Question 2 on coping strategies and reactions 

 

In attempting to address these two high-level research questions through a secondary 

literature review, the relative scarcity of existing relevant empirical research and data made 

it clear that original primary research would be required. 

 

I then looked to the discipline of identity studies to determine the most suitable approach to 

primary data collection. To gain a deep idiographic understanding of people’s concepts of 

identity, it is common practice to conduct case-oriented qualitative research with a small 

number of subjects, which is more useful than large-scale statistical or nomothetic 

quantitative research. Elements of the research can be enriched with quantitative data (for 

example, EU27 population figures could be indicative of a ‘Brexodus’), however they do not 

paint the full picture or explain causality, so statistical data is used to a lesser extent. 

 

The decision of which methodology to adopt took further inspiration from two specific 

studies in the literature review, due to the invaluable qualitative data the researchers had 
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collected through one-to-one in-depth semi-structured interviews.40 The authors at the 

University of Sussex’s Centre for Migration Research had formulated conclusions based on 

thematic analysis of the key concepts arising in the interviews, and my research seeks to 

replicate that approach. My findings do not claim to be representative of all 3.7 million EU27 

citizens in the UK, for reasons related to convenience sampling which are detailed in section 

2.2.  

 

Other qualitative methodologies were also tested, as I investigated the possibility of an 

ethnographic observational approach by attending two meetings of the EU27 community in 

London on the subject of Brexit. This purely observational approach did not yield enough 

individual data for thematic analysis, so was dismissed in favour of a more direct, one-to-one 

and participatory-observational approach. Focus group formats were also dismissed for this 

reason. 

 

2.2 Sampling and selecting interviewees 

 

Appreciating that interviewing sufficient numbers of all 27 EU nationalities in the UK was 

not feasible within the parameters of this thesis, only three nationalities were used as case 

studies: Italians, Polish and Romanians.  

 

They were selected based on the largest immigrating population from the three most 

significant enlargement rounds the UK has experienced: 

 

● 1973 UK accession to the EU: Freedom of movement was permitted to citizens of 

Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Denmark.41 

Italian citizens constitute the largest population in the UK from this group, with 

300,000 residents in 2018.42 

                                                
 
40 Lulle, Moroşanu and King, “And then came Brexit,” e2122; Mazzilli and King, “"What have I done to 

deserve this?"” 507-523. 
41 While freedom of movement is sometimes considered operative from the Schengen Agreement in 1985, as 

the UK has an opt-out from Schengen, the date used is instead the 1973 accession of the UK to the EEC. 
42 The Irish population in the UK would be the largest from this accession round, however they are excluded 

because Irish free movement to the UK predates UK accession to the EEC, due to the 1923 Common Travel 

Area agreement; “Table 2.3: Population of the UK by country of birth and nationality.” 
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● 2004 EU enlargement (EU8): Freedom of movement was permitted to citizens of 

the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia and 

Slovenia. Polish citizens constitute the largest population in the UK from this group, 

with 905,000 residents in 2018.43 

 

● 2014 permission of free movement after the 2007 EU enlargement (EU2): 

Freedom of movement was permitted to citizens of Bulgaria and Romania after the 

expiry of restrictions during the 7-year transitional period. Romanian citizens 

constitute the largest population in the UK from this group, with 415,000 residents in 

2018.44 

 

In my selection of major enlargement rounds, I excluded the smaller enlargements in 1981, 

1986, 1995, 2004 and 2013, as these resulted in lower immigration to and less impact on the 

UK.45 

 

This method of selecting these three nationalities from different accession periods was 

validated by other empirical studies referenced in section 1.2. It was also motivated by my 

interest in whether any divergent findings between the three nationalities could be applied or 

extrapolated to the other 14 nationalities within the respective accession rounds, through 

testing in further research. Reaching a hypothesis of extrapolation was not however the 

primary objective of this thesis. 

 

Taking advice on the sample size from my two supervisors, the research plan was designed 

to interview a minimum of seven people of each nationality, totalling at least 21 across the 

three nationalities. The criteria required that interviewees: 

 

(a) hold the nationality of Italy, Poland or Romania; 

(b) reside in or around Greater London; 

(c) arrived in the UK before the 2016 referendum; 

(d) speak sufficient English to conduct the interview.  

 

                                                
 
43 Ibid. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Ibid. 
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Criterion (a) is explained above. In addition, holding or not holding UK nationality was not 

a prerequisite. Dual nationality did not preclude an individual from being interviewed and 

actually enriched the findings regarding attitudes towards UK citizenship. 

 

Criterion (b) regarding geographical boundaries was necessitated by my own financial and 

time constraints. It is important to acknowledge the London-centric and metropolitan 

orientation that this produces in the findings, noting that 59.9% of the electorate in London 

voted ‘Remain’, compared to 48.1% nationally. Location was raised as an important factor 

by several interviewees who cited very different experiences when visiting other parts of the 

UK that are populated by a less internationally diverse or ‘Remain’-voting demographic than 

London. Examples of this are analysed in section 4.1.1. 

 

Criterion (c) regarding the interviewees’ dates of arrival in the UK allowed for a sequential 

comparison before and after the referendum and the ability to investigate any correlated shifts 

in attitude over time. While lengths of residency in the UK varied between participants from 

4 to 27 years, the long-term residency nature of all the interviewees tended to exclude certain 

types of people, for example short-term exchange students, seasonal workers and tourists, 

which has a bearing on the representativity of the experiences and themes elicited in the 

interviews. 

 

Criterion (d) regarding English language proficiency inevitably narrowed the pool of 

participants by education level and excluded the least integrated, non-English speaking EU27 

citizens living in London. My inability to conduct the interviews in the participants’ first 

languages may have affected their comfort with disclosing personal opinions to me, as 

researcher Alexandra Bulat discovered that some of her Romanian interviewees confessed 

they would not have been as open about their experiences and any contentious views, had the 

interviewer not also been Romanian.46 

 

                                                
 
46 Miri Song and David Parker, “Commonality, difference and the dynamics of disclosure in in-depth 

interviewing,” Sociology 29, no. 2 (1995): 241; Alexandra Bulat, “Double standards? Romanians’ attitudes 

towards the British, co-nationals and other minorities in the UK,” (MA Dissertation, University of 

Cambridge, 2016), 5-6. 
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This prompts a discussion on researcher positionality and reflexivity.47 My role as researcher 

was as a participant-observer, being neither an insider (not belonging to the EU27 group) nor 

a complete outsider (through mentioning my Italian proficiency and previous experiences in 

the three countries to demonstrate commonality). Despite my efforts to demonstrate 

familiarity and solidarity with the interviewees, I acknowledge the unequal power relations 

and potentially significant role of my own British nationality in this research. Furthermore, 

during the interviewing period I was employed by the UK Government to work on 

implementing Brexit, and although that work was entirely separate from this academic 

research, I informed all interviewees of this, which could have potentially impacted some of 

their responses. By acknowledging here my positionality in relation to the interviewees, I am 

aware of the potential impact of this and of any unconscious bias on the research and I attempt 

to mitigate for this. 

 

2.3 Data collection 

 

Between March 2018 and April 2019, 22 participants were interviewed in 21 individual 

sessions predominantly held in public places in London, with one interview taking place via 

phone.48 The interviews took place at least a year after the initial post-referendum furore had 

subsided, but still during the UK-EU Article 50 negotiation period, within a context of 

considerable uncertainty and ‘limbo’ for the interviewees regarding their rights and future.  

 

The 22 interviewees were recruited through a variety of methods: three were prior 

acquaintances; thirteen were contacted through snowball sampling (whereby a personal 

acquaintance or an existing interviewee suggests an acquaintance of theirs to be a future 

interviewee); five were recruited through virtual recruitment methods (whereby interviewees 

                                                
 
47 Mats Alvesson and Kaj Sköldberg, Reflexive Methodology: New Vistas for Qualitative Research, (London: 

Sage, 2000); Wendy E. Rowe, “Positionality,” in The Sage Encyclopedia of Action Research, ed. by David 

Coghlan and Mary Brydon-Miller (Los Angeles: Sage Reference, 2014), 628, Accessed July 1, 2019. 

doi:10.4135/9781446294406; Louise Ryan, “"Inside" and "outside" of what or where? Researching Migration 

through Multi-Positionalities,” Forum Qualitative Sozialforschung 16, no. 2 (2015): 1, doi:10.17169/fqs-

16.2.2333. 
48 One Italian couple participated in the same interview simultaneously, hence there are 22 participants and 21 

interviews. 
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responded to a request on my social media channels); and one interviewee was contacted 

directly for a key informant interview.49  

 

The mix of recruitment methods left little room to control the diversity of the participants. 

For example, among the 22 interviewees there is a notable skew towards more highly 

educated participants than might be found in a national sample across the UK, due to the type 

of demographic that London often attracts, as a professionally oriented metropolitan city with 

a high cost of living. Besides this skew, which is attributable to the geographic location of 

the sample, there is a satisfactory degree of diversity among the interviewees in terms of: 

 

● Age: ranging from 24 to 48 years old, with a median age of 30 

● Gender: 13 women and 9 men 

● Occupation: many work in professional office jobs, but some are self-employed or 

work in temporary or part-time employment (such as the hospitality sector) 

● Upbringing: 16 participants grew up in traditional and culturally homogenous 

communities and 6 experienced a more international social environment during 

childhood 

● Length of residency in the UK: ranging from 4 to 27 years 

● Original motivation for migration: 11 for higher education, 8 for employment, and 3 

due to personal relationships with people in the UK 

 

A further breakdown of the 22 interviewees’ characteristics can be found in Appendix I. 

 

All interviewees received digital copies of the Research Purpose document (Appendix II), 

the blank consent form (Appendix III) and the letter from my supervisor at the University of 

Groningen (Appendix IV). All interviewees read and signed the consent form in advance of 

the interview beginning and received a scanned copy afterwards for their records.  

 

The instrumentation used in interviews comprised an iPhone to audio record the interviews 

and minimise the need for potentially distracting note-taking, and an interview protocol 

                                                
 
49 Luke Gelinas et al, “Using Social Media as a Research Recruitment Tool: Ethical Issues and 

Recommendations,” The American Journal of Bioethics 17, no. 3 (2017): 3. doi:10.1080/15265161.2016. 

1276644. 
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(Appendix V) that I developed following best-practice principles and in consultation with a 

supervisor.50 The protocol acted as a guide for the semi-structured interviews to ensure 

consistency of format, line of inquiry, themes and questioning style across all interviews. I 

adopted the in-depth life history interview structure as a proven method in identity studies 

for exploring interlaced and shifting identities that change over time, in line with the 

vicissitudes of individual life history.51 

 

Following the life history interview method, the interview protocol was ordered into three 

chronological parts: 

 

Part 1:  The interviewee’s life prior to their arrival in the UK and up until the 2016 

referendum  

Part 2:  The period of time between the 2016 referendum and the present day 

Part 3:  The interviewee’s future 

 

The chronological, open and semi-structured questions in the protocol were designed with 

two objectives, firstly to explore the following research questions related to Brexit: 

 

1. Impact on identity 

1.1. How does Brexit affect the identity formation processes of Italian, Polish 

and Romanian citizens living in London?  

1.2. In what ways do the different national backgrounds affect these identity 

formation processes? 

2. Consequences 

2.1. How do Italian, Polish and Romanian citizens in London deal with the 

impact of Brexit on their identity?  

2.2. What consequences or outcomes does this provoke?  

 

                                                
 
50 Stacy A. Jacob and S. Paige Furgerson, “Writing Interview Protocols and Conducting Interviews: Tips for 

Students New to the Field of Qualitative Research,” The Qualitative Report 17, no. 42 (2012): 1. 

https://nsuworks.nova.edu/tqr/vol17/iss42/3/. 
51 Hyun-Joo Lim, “The Life History Interview: Researching the Dynamic Identities of Ethnic Minority 

Women in Britain,” Enquire 4, no. 1 (2011): 1; The only variation to this structure was with one key 

informant who had significant research experience of the subject, as well as holding one of the three 

nationalities. 
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The second objective was to elicit a broad range of other themes, unrelated to Brexit, in order 

to unearth issues not anticipated in advance and to provide direction for the subsequent 

interviews. As the interviews progressed, I conducted unstructured preliminary data analysis 

in order to note the unanticipated themes that emerged and address them in subsequent 

interviews. This inductive approach employed elements of iterative hermeneutic inquiry to 

uncover hidden meanings and intentions during the data collection period, without going as 

far as adopting a grounded theory approach. The design of the data analysis is discussed 

further in section 2.5. 

 

The outputs of the interviews are 21 audio recordings totalling approximately 30 hours, 

which have not been transcribed, in agreement with the thesis supervisors. Participants have 

already granted permission via the consent form for the supervisors to access the digital audio 

files and consent forms if required, up until the thesis has been approved by the exam board. 

 

2.4 Ethical considerations 

 

In line with academic ethical principles, informed consent was secured from all participants 

using the consent form (Appendix III), all personally identifying information has been 

omitted from the analysis, and anonymity and confidentiality has been ensured through the 

use of pseudonyms. In the interests of transparency with each interviewee, I highlighted my 

dual status as a Master’s student conducting academic research on the one hand, and as a UK 

civil servant simultaneously working on implementing Brexit on the other hand. These two 

distinct aspects of my life were kept entirely separate throughout the research process, and 

this academic research bore no relation to my professional occupation, nor vice versa. The 

contact details of my academic supervisors were also shared with all interviewees, in case 

they had any concerns regarding this. 

 

All interviewees were given the option to decline to answer any question, stop the interview 

at any point or retract their consent, although this never occurred. Several interviewees 

commented that they were grateful for the opportunity to make their voice heard on the 
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subject, and one even likened the experience to ‘therapy’, akin to offloading one’s concerns 

onto a stranger. None received remuneration or other incentives in return for participation. 

 

2.5 Data analysis 

 

Two stages of qualitative analysis were applied to reduce the data. During data collection, an 

inductive approach of unstructured preliminary data analysis was applied to iteratively 

identify significant or unanticipated issues, which helped provide direction for subsequent 

interviews. After all the interviews had been conducted, a codebook was then created to 

facilitate thematic analysis of the interviews, and the coded categories were subsequently 

organised and linked horizontally through conceptual mapping into the significant themes 

and sub-themes. 

 

This thematic analysis and conceptual mapping of the data identified common themes and 

patterns of meaning across the participants’ individual experiences, linked both at the 

collective level and at the national level. When presenting the findings in Chapters 4 and 5, 

I provide a thematic and comparative analysis of the three nationalities, following the order 

of the research questions. These identified themes are subsequently interpreted and discussed 

in Chapter 6 in the form of five hypotheses about cause-and-effect relationships that answer 

the research questions. 

 

Qualitative data from the interviews is primarily displayed in the form of key quotations 

which help to illustrate specific themes or issues, with two additional tables in Chapter 4 that 

map individuals to concepts and patterns. Where multiple quotations support a certain theme, 

only the most relevant are presented. 

 

This chapter has explained the qualitative methods of data collection and analysis used in 

this in-depth study of 22 Italian, Polish and Romanian citizens living in London. The next 

chapter presents important background context behind the migratory patterns of the three 

nationalities studied and, after that, Chapters 4 and 5 present the findings which were 

obtained through the methods detailed in this chapter.  
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Chapter 3: Historical overview of Italian, Polish and Romanian 

migration to the UK 

 

The field of cross-cultural psychology has demonstrated the importance of social variables 

in an individual’s background cultural context on their processes of acculturation and social 

anchoring in a new cultural context.52 As acculturation has been an inevitable liminal stage 

in all the interviewees’ migration journeys to the UK, it is necessary to first contextualise the 

analysis in Chapters 4 and 5 with quantitative data on historical migration flows and detail 

on the domestic context in the three countries of origin.  

 

This chapter serves as a frame through which to understand the subsequent findings, by 

exploring the historical and societal backdrop in which the interviewees were raised, first 

constructed their identities and initially decided to emigrate, and by illustrating the reception 

that greeted them upon arrival in the UK. While this chapter focuses on macro-trends, where 

relevant it also notes the original migration motivations of the 22 interviewees: eleven 

migrated for higher education, eight migrated for employment, and three migrated due to 

personal relationships with people in the UK. 

 

3.1 History of Italian migration to the UK 

 

Italy has long been a country of emigration, often corresponding to declining economic 

fortunes domestically. The most recent migration wave from Italy to the UK began gradually 

in the 1990s, as the Maastricht Treaty formalised freedom of movement in 1992 and intra-

EU migration correspondingly increased across many Member States. The number of Italian-

born residents in the UK grew by 17% between 1991-2001 and a further 32% between 2001-

2011, predominantly accelerated as a result of the global financial crisis in 2007.53 

                                                
 
52 John W. Berry, "Immigration, Acculturation, and Adaptation." Applied Psychology 46, no. 1 (1997): 6, 

doi:10.1111/j.1464-0597.1997.tb01087.x; Grzymala-Kazlowska, “Social Anchoring,” 1129. 
53 Alessio D’Angelo and Eleonore Kofman, “UK: Large-Scale European Migration and the Challenge to EU 

Free Movement,” in South-North Migration of EU Citizens in Times of Crisis, ed. Jean-Michel Lafleur and 

Mikolaj Stanek (Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2017), 177; Ibid., 179; Sonia McKay, “Young 

Italians in London and in the UK,” in La nuova emigrazione italiana: Cause, mete e figure sociali, ed. Iside 

Gjergji (Venice: Edizioni Ca’ Foscari, 2015), 75. 
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A high youth unemployment rate in Italy after the economic crash (40.3% in 2015), 

contrasted with the UK’s comparatively stronger labour market (with a youth unemployment 

rate of 14.8% in June 2015), provided the main driver behind this recent crisis-induced spike 

in young Italian immigration to the UK, with many new arrivals entering lower-paid sectors 

such as hospitality or other non-professional jobs, despite many arriving with university 

qualifications.54 This ‘brain drain’ of educated young people leaving Italy in search of work 

was evident in the migration motivations of five of the eight Italians interviewed. The 

motivations of the other three were connected to the strong employability they associated 

with studying at UK universities, again confirming the role of Italy’s economic backdrop in 

the recent increase in migration flow from Italy to the UK. 

 

In terms of where most Italians migrate to and for how long, London has proved particularly 

attractive to younger generations, according to official statistics showing that 68.9% of Italian 

National Insurance number registrations in 2013 were based in London.55 Recent arrivals 

have tended to migrate with relatively short-term mobility intentions, potentially linked to 

the growing culture of liquid migration associated with temporary intra-European mobility 

programmes and the ease of free movement facilitated by cheaper and faster international 

transport links. This was also apparent among the Italians interviewed: six of the eight had 

confirmed plans or tentative intentions to emigrate from the UK in the future. 

 

While poor economic performance nationally has long been a significant factor in the 

outward migration of Italians, it is primarily the high unemployment rates which have driven 

individual decisions to leave.56 It could be hypothesised that this pragmatic sensitivity to 

                                                
 
54 “Unemployment statistics and beyond,” Eurostat, accessed July 3, 2019, 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Unemployment_statistics_and_beyond; “UK 
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55 Ibid. 
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changing economic circumstances in Italy could also extend to the UK’s economy and that 

Italians’ intentions to stay or leave after Brexit might flux accordingly. Forecasts about the 

negative impact of Brexit on the UK economy were specifically raised by four Italian 

interviewees as a key factor in their decision-making for the future: two Italians were 

contemplating moving their business to another EU Member State in order to continue 

receiving crucial EU funds; and one had already set up a Milan office prior to permanently 

relocating there. Interestingly, data shows that the number of Italians return migrating is in 

decline, with many choosing to move to another third country instead - a point confirmed by 

four interviewees who explained that the job market and economy in Italy is still too weak 

for them to consider it a pull factor for return migration.57 The underlying theme of most 

Italian interviewees was a sense of indecision and anxiety at living in an ongoing state of 

limbo, putting off key life-course decisions until the future brings more certainty. 

 

The Office for National Statistics estimates there were 300,000 Italians in 2018, a 29% 

increase from 233,000 in the year of the referendum. This growth suggests that a so-called 

‘Brexodus’ since the referendum has not occurred among the Italian community in London, 

although it did decelerate between 2017-18 (see Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Office for National Statistics data on population of the UK by nationality 58 

 

 
 

 

 

                                                
 
57 Ibid., 52. Not only are Italian return migrants in decline, Eurostat data shows that in 2012 Italy had the 

smallest share of returning nationals of all EU countries (after Cyprus and Luxembourg). 
58 “Table 2.3: Population of the UK by country of birth and nationality.” 
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3.2 History of Polish migration to the UK 

 

Poland has also historically been a country of emigration and Polish migration specialist 

Kathy Burrell suggests that, after centuries of exile and long periods in which Poland did not 

exist on a map, labour mobility and diaspora are culturally embedded concepts in the Polish 

psyche.59 After the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1989 and the removal of many mobility 

restrictions, migration flows from Poland to the UK increased for specific sectors where a 

visa was made available, for example for seasonal agricultural workers and students. 

Poland’s 1990s transition from socialism to democracy, and from a planned to a market 

economy, brought low wages and youth unemployment registering at around 40% on the eve 

of Poland’s EU accession in 2004.60 In this context, and considering Poland’s long history of 

migration, it now seems logical that the arrival of free movement in January 2004 would lead 

to mass migration, however at the time it was not expected by the UK Government.  

 

When the ten new accession countries including Poland joined the EU in 2004, the UK was 

one of only three Member States along with Ireland and Sweden to immediately allow inward 

migration. The transitional immigration restrictions initially imposed by the other Member 

States (and particularly by Germany) are thought to have caused the unexpected large-scale 

migration specifically towards the UK, far exceeding the UK’s official predictions of 13,000 

new EU8 arrivals per annum through the newly established Worker Registration Scheme.61 

This proved to be a dramatic underestimate of the reality, with 484,406 new registrations 

from Polish arrivals in the four years between May 2004 and December 2008, and a total of 

705,890 new Polish registrations between May 2004 and April 2011 (62.2% of the total from 

EU8 countries).62 More recently, in 2018 there were an estimated 905,000 Polish citizens in 

                                                
 
59 Kathy Burrell, “Understanding Polish Migration to the UK,” Blog on Kathy Burrell’s website, February 8, 

2017, last modified February 8, 2017, accessed July 3, 2019, http://www.kathyburrell.net/2017/02/ 

understanding-polish-migration-to-the-uk/#sthash.tJDwqtbj.dpbs. 
60 Ibid. 
61 Ed Lowther, “Prof says his ‘13000 EU migrants’ report ‘misinterpreted’,” BBC News, last modified March 

7, 2013, accessed July 1, 2019, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-21682810. 
62 Marek Okólski and John Salt, “Polish Emigration to the UK after 2004; Why Did So Many Come?” 

Central and Eastern European Migration Review 3, no. 2 (2014): 6; The number of arrivals in this period was 

actually higher than these figures, as self-employed workers from EU8 countries were not required to register 
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the UK (Figure 1), representing the largest foreign nationality and 25% of the total EU27-

born population in the UK.63  

 

In terms of location, the Polish community has a comparatively widespread presence across 

the UK and is less London-centric than other nationalities. This national visibility may 

explain why media coverage and anti-EU migrant sentiment has so frequently targeted Polish 

people over other nationalities. 

 

In certain segments of the British public, the unexpected and large-scale arrival of Polish 

citizens from 2004 onwards aggravated a pre-existing anti-immigration attitude and a 

specifically anti-Eastern European sentiment. For example, the number of UK citizens 

favouring a reduction in migration was already high at 63% in 1995, but grew to 72% in 

2003, and grew again to 78% in 2008, in parallel with increasing numbers of Polish 

migrants.64 The strength of specifically anti-Polish prejudice was also fuelled by the media’s 

predominantly negative rhetoric of Polish migrants taking jobs and benefits from UK 

citizens, and much of this anti-immigration sentiment was subsequently given centre stage in 

the national debate leading up to the 2016 referendum.65 In the second quarter of 2016, EU8 

citizens in the UK actually had a 6.9% higher employment rate than UK citizens, so while 

generic complaints about migrants ‘scrounging’ off the UK welfare system are unfounded, 

their high levels of employment do tally up with British complaints of fewer jobs on the 

market.66 Looking at type of employment, the media has stereotyped Polish migrants as low-

                                                
 
63 Carlos Vargas-Silva and Mariña Fernández-Reino, “EU Migration to and from the UK,” The Migration 

Observatory at the University of Oxford, 6, last modified December 12, 2018, accessed July 1, 2019, https:// 
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64 Robert Ford, Gareth Morrell and Anthony Heath, “Immigration: “Fewer but better”? Public views about 

immigration,” British Social Attitudes: NatCen Social Research 29th Report (2012), accessed July 3, 2019, 
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65 Alina Rzepnikowska, "Racism and xenophobia experienced by Polish migrants in the UK before and after 

Brexit vote," Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies 45, no. 1 (2019): 61. 
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skilled construction workers, cleaners and plumbers, whereas research shows that in reality 

the UK actually attracted the most highly qualified young people from Poland.67 Unlike the 

Italian ‘brain drain’ to the UK, many Polish migrants have instead experienced ‘brain waste’, 

where their qualifications have not translated to equivalent professional careers in the UK. 

 

The Polish interviewees in this study had migrated to the UK for various reasons: those who 

emigrated in the mid-2000s and/or had lived outside of London predominantly arrived as 

labour migrants and gave extensive accounts of the early discrimination they faced. Later 

migrants in the 2010s had more commonly arrived to pursue a UK degree, and once within 

the academic and graduate professional bubbles, they were spared most of the discrimination 

their predecessors had suffered. Several commented that discrimination had reduced with the 

arrival of Romanians and Bulgarians in 2014, to whom much of the Britons’ xenophobic 

sentiment was deflected. In terms of future migration plans, the Polish interviewees with over 

10 years’ residency in the UK logically felt more settled and ruled out return or onward 

migration, while more recently arrived interviewees felt less attachment to the UK, did not 

see the country as their permanent home, and were considering options to emigrate in future. 

 

While estimates for the total number of Polish citizens in the UK peaked at 1,021,000 in 

2017, they have since registered a significant decrease of 11.3% in 2018 (Figure 1), indicating 

material changes to migration strategies. As discussed in section 1.2, McGhee, Moreh and 

Vlachantoni have analysed quantitative data to posit a theory that the uncertainty of Brexit 

and anxieties about losing acquired rights have provoked a tendency of ‘undeliberate 

determinacy’ among Polish migrants.68 This anxiety pushes them into making decisions on 

whether to stay or leave the UK, contrary to their previous inclination to keep options open 

and not take firm steps regarding civic integration or onward mobility.69  

                                                
 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/immigration/11207980/Polish-migrants-almost-20pc-more-likely-

to-work-than-Britons.html; Jon Burnett, “Racial Violence and the Brexit State,” Race and Class 58, no.4 
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68 McGhee, Moreh and Vlachantoni, “An ‘undeliberate determinacy’?” 2124. 
69 Stephen Drinkwater and Michał P. Garapich, “Migration Strategies of Polish Migrants: Do They Have Any 

at All?” Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies 41, no. 12 (2015): 1910. 
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As a result of these shifting attitudes towards decision-making, more Polish citizens have 

decided to emigrate from the UK than would have otherwise done, which is supported by the 

population numbers in Figure 1 and evidence from a Polish interviewee in section 5.2.1. 

 

3.3 History of Romanian migration to the UK 

 

Emigration from Romania since the mid-20th century has been influenced and facilitated 

primarily by political factors, with the economic situation also contributing in the last three 

decades. Like Poland, a wave of Romanians emigrated after the fall of the Soviet Union in 

1989, as Romania’s transition to democracy forced the country into an economic recession 

lasting until 2000. Given the limited access of Romanians to work visas and residency rights 

abroad during this recession in the 1990s, the emigrants at that time were predominantly 

professional and highly-skilled, often termed ‘knowledge diaspora’, and hence able to secure 

visas where most lower-skilled migrants could not.70  

 

In the 2000s the Romanian economy grew and employment rates improved, but the global 

financial crisis at the end of the decade dealt a blow to the country, with the relative poverty 

rate peaking at 24.7%  in 2007, and producing a 7.1% decrease in economic growth in 2009.71 

This was also followed by a political and constitutional crisis in 2012. Within this context of 

economic and political crisis domestically, this wave consisted of economic migrants newly 

allowed to seek a living abroad through the freedom of movement entailed with Romania’s 

2007 accession to the EU.  

 

Whereas EU8 citizens including the Polish had been allowed freedom of movement to the 

UK immediately after their countries’ accession to the EU in 2004, the unexpected quantity 

of EU8 migrants since 2004 prompted the UK to take a more cautious approach to new EU2 

migrants and implement seven-year restrictions for Romanians and Bulgarians. Although 

truly free labour mobility only began following the expiration of these work restrictions on 
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1st January 2014 (and in that year Romanians comprised a considerable 25% of all National 

Insurance number allocations to EU27 workers) it was possible for Romanians to migrate 

and be self-employed in the UK from 2007.72 Due to these work permissions for self-

employment from 2007, the size of the Romanian community living in the UK grew 

significantly between 2007-2014, up 821% in 7 years (from 19,000 in 2007 to 175,000 in 

2014).73 After all work restrictions were removed in 2014, it grew by a further 137% in 4 

years (to 415,000 in 2018, see Figure 1). 

 

While the UK has received increasing numbers of Romanian migrants, it is by no means the 

largest destination country and is only a small part of a larger demographic crisis for 

Romania. According to the United Nations around 3.4 million Romanians emigrated between 

2007-15, increasing the size of the Romanian diaspora by 7.3% annually, second globally 

only to Syria.74 Traditionally Italy and Spain have been the most popular destinations for 

Romanian migrants, partly due to linguistic similarities and partly due to more favourable 

immigration policies. But since the latest wave of Romanian emigration was strongly driven 

by economic factors, the UK’s comparative resilience to the 2007 economic crash and its 

wage premium proved to be a more attractive prospect for a small number of higher-educated 

Romanian emigrants than the soaring unemployment rates in Spain and Italy.75 

 

Six of the seven Romanians interviewed cited work opportunities and increased 

employability (some by dint of first acquiring UK degrees) as the major drivers behind their 

migration to the UK. Many had sent remittances back to family members in Romania at some 
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point and interestingly, three of the seven interviewees (all in their twenties and from a 

diverse range of socio-economic backgrounds) rent accommodation in London but own 

uninhabited houses in Romania, even though two of them have no intention of returning 

permanently to Romania. In all cases, their dissatisfaction with the political system and 

ongoing corruption in Romania remained a considerable barrier to their desire to return to 

Romania in the short-term, and economic pragmatism featured more highly in their decision-

making process than emotional or family-driven values.76 Economists Daniela Andrén and 

Monica Roman report that fewer than half of Romanians working abroad have plans to 

permanently return to Romania in the future, which aligns with the accounts of the seven 

interviewees in this study.77 

 

3.4 National outlooks on future migration  

 

This chapter has explained how the three nationalities’ emigration patterns are influenced 

predominantly by changing economic fortunes and political stability in their countries of 

origin, often in relation to the fortunes of other EU countries. While it is helpful to understand 

the historical contexts behind the interviewees’ migration, the main objective of this study is 

forward-looking. It aims to understand the current attitudes of these three nationalities, and 

explain any shifts provoked by Brexit or the evolving political situation in the UK. 

 

Regarding the future migration plans of EU27 migrants and the so-called ‘Brexodus’, the 

University of Oxford’s Migration Observatory has found that EU27 net migration to the UK 

peaked in 2016, before falling sharply by 46% in 2017 in the wake of the referendum.78 These 

citizens’ circumstances, motivations and other factors vary by nationality, as demonstrated 

by the background context above, although unfortunately there is no statistical breakdown of 

each nationality’s net migration rate to confirm this. However, this decrease was spread 
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across all three groupings of nationalities: EU14, EU8, and EU2, but fell most severely in the 

EU8 group, the majority of whom are Polish, with a fall of 85.7% (from 42,000 in the year 

ending June 2016 to 6,000 in the year ending December 2017).79 The Office for National 

Statistics’ data (Figure 1) similarly confirms that total numbers of Polish citizens in the UK 

dropped by 11.3% between 2017-18, fulfilling this media hypothesis of ‘Brexodus’ to a much 

greater extent than their Italian and Romanian peers. While the total number of Italians and 

Romanians has not declined like the Polish, both nationalities recorded a significant 

deceleration in year-on-year growth. 

 

Looking beyond the quantitative data to explanations and opinions from the 22 interviewees, 

it is possible to suggest a hypothesis for some of these differences.  

 

In the case of Italy, Italians primarily emigrated to the UK for better employability, which 

still remains a problem in Italy for the younger demographic that tended to emigrate en 

masse. The overall gap in economic strength between the UK and Italy still exists (but is 

smaller than the gap for Romania), making it less clear to Italians whether they are 

economically better off staying in the UK during Brexit, or returning to the challenging 

employment situation and lower wages of Italy, or moving elsewhere. 

 

In the case of Romania, migrants are equally driven by economics and employment, but the 

gulf between the economic prospects of the UK (even during Brexit) and Romania is much 

greater than for Italy, making the decision to stay in the UK a simpler one, and more 

pronouncedly ruling out their likelihood of returning to Romania in the short-term. 

Comments from interviewees suggest that the deceleration in net migration from Romania 

may be due to fewer arrivals, with the uncertainty of Brexit spurring citizens still in Romania 

to choose other more politically stable and economically stronger countries as their 

destination, instead of the UK. 
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In the case of Poland, the domestic situation has improved dramatically since it joined the 

EU, with the EU’s fastest-growing economy and the promise of higher wages now making it 

a much more appealing option for return migration.80 For example, in the three years between 

the 23rd June in 2016 and 23rd June 2019 the Polish Złoty increased 19.5% in value 

compared to the British Pound.81 With the original strong economic drivers for Polish 

migration now being turned on their heads by Brexit, these Polish citizens now have more 

economic motivation to return migrate than the other two nationalities. 

 

While historical events and quantitative data are useful for developing a generalised 

understanding of migration patterns at a macro-level, McGhee and his colleagues conclude 

that understanding migrants’ future strategies requires a focused qualitative study, which is 

what this study achieves by predominantly concentrating on migrant identity at the micro-

level.82 It uses in-depth qualitative interviews to understand the evolving attitudes of these 

three nationalities towards their own sense of identity and belonging, and to explain the 

reconfigurations and consequences provoked by Brexit, which include their likelihood of 

future migration.  

 

EU27 citizens’ future migration decisions will likely continue to be influenced by economics 

to a certain degree, but ignoring the role of personal identity in these migration flows would 

depict only an imprecise sketch of the reality. The qualitative analysis presented in the 

following two chapters thus paints a much richer picture of the relationship between identity 

formation and future migration decisions than the quantitative data can, including 

psychological and sociological reasons linked to their feelings regarding the current political 

context of Brexit. 
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Chapter 4: Analysis of significant factors affecting migrant 

identity formation in the context of Brexit 

 

This and the subsequent chapter present and analyse the most important findings from the in-

depth interviews conducted with 22 Italian, Polish and Romanian citizens in London. In order 

to answer the two research questions, this analysis primarily concentrates on understanding 

the impact of Brexit on interviewees’ identity formation processes (Chapter 4), and on 

exploring their subsequent reactions and consequences (Chapter 5). 

 

The interviews revealed a total of 52 separate concepts, attitudes, behaviours and experiences 

which were used to thematically code the interviews, before horizontal linking through 

conceptual mapping into the significant sub-themes. As a result of the thematic analysis and 

mapping of interconnecting issues, four principal themes emerged:  

 

● Attitudes towards place and belonging 

● Reactions to a pivotal event 

● Identity formation challenges and strategies 

● Identity’s influence on future plans (analysed only in Chapter 5) 

 

While there is a wealth of other interesting concepts to explore within these four themes, this 

chapter will limit itself only to those most relevant to answer the following research 

questions:  

 

1.1.  How does Brexit affect the identity formation processes of Italian, Polish 

and Romanian citizens living in London? 

1.2.  In what ways do the different national backgrounds affect these identity 

formation processes? 

 

I first analyse the interviewees’ initial reception upon arrival in the UK, then their emotional 

reactions to the referendum and subsequent experiences of ‘othering’, as well as the masks 

and conforming behaviours they adopt in response to this. Reflecting on all the above factors, 

the chapter concludes with analysis of the interviewees’ collective identity reconfigurations 

and hierarchies as a result of the referendum. 
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4.1 Attitudes towards place and belonging  
 

4.1.1 Initial reception in the UK: “A stranger in a strange land”83 

 

Chapter 3 introduced the interviewees’ original migration motivations, with the majority 

arriving with short-term plans and eventually staying longer than initially planned. We know 

that identities are (re)constructed and anchored during the liminal stage of international 

migration, as migrants look for points of reference and react to mechanisms of inclusion and 

exclusion in their surroundings.84 To allow a ‘before and after’ sequential comparison, I 

include analysis of their initial reception in and attitudes towards the UK, in order to 

holistically understand their later reactions to Brexit. 

 

Eleven interviewees initially moved to the UK for higher education and felt welcome in very 

open-minded, international university student bubbles, where they quickly established a 

support network of friends and settled into the UK relatively easily. Those who moved 

directly to London for employment equally found the city to be very cosmopolitan and had 

virtually no experiences of racial abuse or harassment regarding their nationality. Italian 

Giulia even reported that: 

 

I found it easy to integrate into London, and felt instantly at home, maybe even more 

than in some Italian places, because I was from the south of Italy so [...] in some parts 

in the north of Italy I feel less welcome than here.85 

 

However, three exceptions to this generally inclusive picture portrayed above were recounted 

by Romanians. On Florin’s first day in the UK, a taxi driver first revealed to him the extent 

of anti-Romanian prejudice in some sections of the population: 

 

My first impression was taking a black cab to my student halls, and the cabbie says 

'Where are you from?' I say Romania, and he turns around and says 'But you don't 

look like a gypsy.’ So that's when I started saying 'European' to people instead of 

'Romanian'.86 

                                                
 
83 Giacomo, Italian. 
84 Grzymala-Kazlowska, “Social Anchoring,” 1129; La Barbera, “Identity and Migration: An Introduction,” 9. 
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The British media’s negative stereotypes about Romanians in those early years caused him 

embarrassment about his nationality and he became fed up of facing prejudice. Since that 

encounter nine years ago, Florin has resorted to hiding his nationality from unfamiliar British 

people by answering first with the demonym ‘European’, and only revealing his actual 

nationality when asked twice. Subsequently he now identifies himself more as a European 

than a Romanian. 

 

Daniel arrived in the UK as a child and was instructed by his Romanian mother to lie to other 

children that he was French: 

 

The idea was that I would get less flack for being from a country that was not well-

viewed, because people knew about Ceaușescu and AIDS and gypsies and Vlad 

Dracula. I did that for a while, then I realised that was silly, and stopped age 8. She 

didn’t stop until around 2000.87 

 

Nowadays Daniel feels “neither pride nor shame” about his Romanian heritage, although he 

principally identifies as a Londoner or British, with Romanian ranked second beneath that. 

 

Mihaela moved to London in 2013, shortly before transitional restrictions were lifted, and 

was advised by a friend to hide her nationality, similar to Florin and Daniel, although she 

refused. In addition to receiving directly racist comments, she also experienced institutional 

discrimination: being refused a National Insurance number multiple times, being turned away 

from a job centre, having estate agents hang up on her when house-hunting, and being refused 

student finance. All of which left her feeling “unwelcome”, “vulnerable” and “looked down 

on”. To this day she does not like living in the UK, wants to leave after her studies, and she 

reports that “European is my first identity”.88 

 

In all three examples of discrimination attached to Romanian identity, it is interesting that 

none of them today report Romanian as their primary identity. One longer-term impact of 

such mechanisms of marginalisation is a fundamental rejection of the ostracised national 
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label and a preference for more accepted labels, like ‘British’, or cultural hybridism through 

transnational labels like ‘European’. Hiding one’s nationality is just one of the tactics 

deployed by certain interviewees to mask their identity when they feel at risk of 

discrimination. Some of these tactics reappeared in the aftermath of the referendum, which I 

turn to in section 4.3.2. 

 

Location is another variable which influences degrees of reception in the UK, with 

interviewees experiencing most hostility when outside of multicultural London. Martyna 

moved to rural Wiltshire during Poland’s post-accession emigration wave, initially being 

“homeless for a few weeks, living on a yard, because no one wanted to rent to us without 

references”.89 Employers would often reject her job applications citing unnecessary work 

permits and one ex-boyfriend claimed that her origins in “an ex-KGB area” was a reason for 

breaking-up. The excessive amount of racism and xenophobia she experienced has left her 

“feeling shame about being Polish, which hasn’t changed over time”, and she no longer 

identifies with her Polish roots: 

 

I’m 100% European, I think the whole concept is fantastic. [...] I will often say I’m 

European, but sometimes I say “I live in the UK, but I’m from Poland”. I would rarely 

say just Polish.90 

 

It is salient that none of the Italians interviewed had any personal stories of xenophobia or 

racism prior to the 2016 referendum, with Adrian Favell explaining that these ‘old’ EU 

migrants previously enjoyed a status of relative invisibility in the UK, which shielded them 

from the hostility facing ‘newer’ migrants from EU8 and EU2 countries.91 

 

Next, I fast-forward to the 2016 referendum and analyse interviewees’ emotional reactions 

to the ‘Leave’ result. 

 

                                                
 
89 Martyna, Polish. 
90 Martyna, Polish. 
91 Adrian Favell, “The new face of East-West migration in Europe,” Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies 
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4.2 Reactions to a pivotal event  

 

4.2.1 Emotional reactions to the referendum: “You could breathe in the air that 

something had changed”92 

 

On the referendum result day virtually all interviewees reported feeling ‘shock’, ‘disbelief’, 

‘surprise’ and many used the word ‘disappointment’. Only three had anticipated the ‘Leave’ 

result: Romanians Cristina and Florin, and Polish Martyna. All three had spent numerous 

years outside of London and had experienced persistent xenophobia and othering, including 

the examples given above, which allowed them to see beyond the cosmopolitan, ‘Remain’-

voting London echo chamber in which many other interviewees admitted living. Cristina 

said: “My partner was supporting Leave and I was listening to his and his friends’ views, so 

I was 100% confident that the UK would vote to leave.”93 

 

Among the 19 interviewees who had not expected the result, there were strong feelings 

regardless of nationality, including analogies to a state of mourning: 

 

There was such a silence everywhere, it was not normal, it was like the Queen had 

passed away, something really important that deeply affected everyone around. I 

can’t believe what’s going on in the world. [...] I was very disappointed. How could 

I be so blind.94 

 

Many Italians took the ‘Leave’ result more personally than their Polish or Romanian 

counterparts, who were long-suffering targets of othering and exclusion by the anti-

immigrant tabloid media. For all Italians interviewed, this was the first time they had ever 

felt discrimination in the UK and the first time in recent history that their community had 

been considered as ‘migrants’ in the UK, thanks to their relative invisibility beforehand. 

 

You feel like you haven’t understood anything for 10 years of your life, and you feel 

betrayed, because you have an image of London as very multicultural, and then from 
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that vote you understand that this is not reality, this is just appearance, so your 

understanding of society is completely wrong.95 

 

This makes me feel like this whole Brexit thing has created a sense of racism and 

discrimination, because before then I’d never come across anything like that, and it’s 

really sad.96 

 

Although Feniks’ research in August-September 2016 discovered that 44.4% of respondents 

considered their exclusion from suffrage “definitely unfair”, only five of my interviewees 

(22.7%) expressed anger at being politically voiceless in the referendum.97 While Italian 

Antonio said his annoyance “spurred me on to get citizenship because I wanted to have a 

say,” the majority accepted their non-representation, like Sofia: “I couldn’t be pissed off 

because it’s not my vote”.98 The discrepancy between Feniks’ research and my own suggests 

that time has been a healer. Initially ardent emotions about the referendum have since cooled 

as Brexit fatigue has set in, and many interviewees admitted following the news on Brexit 

less now than in the immediate months following the referendum. In parallel, other burning 

emotions have also subsided over time, as I explore in section 5.3.1 when discussing 

interviewees’ attitudes towards naturalisation.99 

 

4.3 Identity formation challenges and strategies 

 

I now turn attention to the challenges and phenomena directly prompted by the referendum, 

which have contested pre-existing identities or influenced interviewees’ strategies of self-

representation and social identity performance. Verbal othering by ‘Leave’ voters caused 

some to actively mask key markers of their identity, including language and national labels, 

and the multiple layering of identities and cultural hybridism gained traction.  

 

 

 

                                                
 
95 Giulia, Italian. 
96 Giacomo, Italian. 
97 “Report on EU nationals’ reaction and long-term consequences of the EU Referendum.” 
98 Antonio, Italian; Sofia, Italian. 
99 See section 5.2.1. 
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4.3.1 Xenophobia and othering since the referendum: “I’ve seen graffiti saying 

‘Go home Polish vermin’”100 

 

Official statistics show a significant spike in racist hate crime and abuse immediately 

following the referendum, which some interviewees felt was “legitimised” by xenophobic 

discourse on migration by politicians and the media.101 Several interviewees said that seeing 

media coverage of othering against EU27 citizens had made them feel ‘unwelcome’ or caused 

them to modify their own behaviour, to reduce the risk of receiving such abuse themselves. 

 

None had experienced unlawful discrimination since the referendum, but nine had heard first-

hand stories of aggressive abuse experienced by relatives or friends (often outside London), 

and a further three had received direct xenophobic harassment. Giulia had been told by 

multiple strangers to “go back to your country” upon speaking in Italian; Zuzanna had been 

told “Get out of here you Polack” by an employee in her local Post Office; and Matteo had 

been aggressively interrogated in a Sheffield nightclub about why he had come to the UK 

and whether he had arrived in a small boat, likening him to a refugee crossing the 

Mediterranean.102  

 

The abuse described by these twelve interviewees occurred to people of all three nationalities, 

although the perception of the increase did differ by nationality. Italians in particular noticed 

the sharp increase in abuse but felt it was less personally linked to them, and more targeted 

at other EU27 nationalities, specifically mentioning Polish and Romanians. However, two 

Romanians who had long endured prejudice, Florin and Cristina, explained that the 

xenophobia had always existed, particularly outside London. 

 

Since the referendum it’s got worse, and my family in Wiltshire have heard 

comments, which people wouldn’t have been brave enough to say before the 

                                                
 
100 Agnieszka, Polish. 
101 Daniel Devine, “Hate crime did spike after the referendum – even allowing for other factors,” LSE Brexit 

Blog, last modified March 19, 2018, accessed July 1, 2019, https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/brexit/2018/03/19/hate-
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referendum. For example, my brother applied for a job and someone said, “Why are 

you bothering, you’ll have to go back anyway”.103 

 

I personally haven’t been bullied in this way. I know that people can sometimes be 

nasty with Poles but also a lot with Romanians. People hate Romanians, not me, but 

people can be really not nice. I don’t take it personally, maybe because most people 

have always been very nice to me.104 

 

I just laughed at the xenophobic headlines, because I would never read those 

newspapers. I didn’t see it as an attack on me. I didn’t feel personally victimised by 

it.105  

 

Another subtler, less confrontational form of othering had occurred in many interviewees’ 

conversations with British people, who commented that “It’s not about you, it’s the others 

that we don’t want” or “People like you will be fine, don’t worry”.106 Although less overtly 

xenophobic, this othering construction depicting ‘you Europeans’ as outsiders separate from 

the ‘we British’ in-group potentially alienates the recipient, and Polish Agnieszka 

encapsulated this sentiment felt by several interviewees as such: “All my European friends 

have felt less welcome because of Brexit, because we feel part of the society doesn’t want us 

here”.107 

 

4.3.2 Masking identity and linguistic conformity: “I now identify more with 

myself when I speak in English”108 

 

In this post-referendum atmosphere of increased harassment and outsider status, popular 

coping strategies involved selective identity performance through masking certain identity 

indicators and adopting conforming behaviours. 

 

In addition to three Romanians concealing their true nationality behind other more accepted 

demonyms (see section 4.1.1), Polish Zuzanna and Romanian Cristina both reported that 

when speaking with strangers, they had started to routinely qualify their nationality with 
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additional information, either about Zuzanna’s upbringing in Austria and legal career, or 

about Cristina’s postgraduate studies and number of years in the UK, in order to assert their 

status in society and deter any disrespect associated with their nationality. Zuzanna had also 

adopted an English nickname (‘Suzie’ instead of the Polish name ‘Zuzanna’) for her work 

email and LinkedIn account. 

 

Language proved another important tool of strategic disidentification, and conformity to the 

social norm of speaking English in public, or not speaking at all in the case of a strong accent, 

helped interviewees to avoid othering. Having a strong foreign accent when speaking English 

was also cited as a reason why some people, predominantly Polish and Romanians, received 

more abuse than others, giving them the impression that linguistic diversity was not or no 

longer welcome in the UK: 

  

I wasn’t feeling that comfortable speaking Polish in public when I was meeting with 

Polish friends, so we’d speak in English. We still have the accent, so it wasn’t very 

successful, but we didn’t want to give a trigger to anyone.109 

 

In Bristol I wouldn’t speak Polish in public. When people might pick up on my accent, 

we stop speaking and I just don’t talk. In a crowd that is perhaps drinking, who knows, 

we might get into trouble so we avoid it.110 
 

When I enquired about Martyna’s feelings towards effectively being silenced and unable to 

be her authentic self, she likened her coping strategy of silence to the practice of women 

avoiding dark alleys:  

 

I’m trying to be pragmatic about this. It’s like being a woman staying safe in a dark 

alley. It’s sometimes better to avoid those places, to not get into trouble, so that’s the 

way I look at it. So on balance I assess and prefer to avoid that situation.111  

 

This powerful analogy with restricted female mobility in public places calls to mind the 

abundant literature on the detrimental impact of gender discriminatory social norms like this 

on female empowerment, and it reveals a potentially important power imbalance emerging 
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along linguistic boundaries. In a similar perception of restricted freedom, Polish Zuzanna 

reported that since the referendum she actively did “not want to step outside of London and 

be exposed to a larger number of people who I would humbly classify as bigots. So that did 

change - now I feel absolutely no desire to leave London, other than to go abroad”, as she 

feared the backlash and intolerance she might encounter there.112  

 

While elements of linguistic concealment also existed before the referendum, these three 

accounts above all refer to the post-referendum period, and were notably all given by female 

interviewees from Poland, indicating their additional intersectional vulnerability as women 

from a ‘new’ EU Member State, compared to their male EU27 counterparts.113  

 

Trudgill asserts that “languages can be a very important factor in group identification, group 

solidarity and the signalling of difference” and also that significant inequality in status 

between different languages can lead to their rejection: “Frequently [...] people abandon the 

language which is repository of their culture and history and which has been the language of 

their communities for generations because they feel ashamed of it.”114 

 

Conversely, those whose international upbringing or English-language schooling made their 

accents less easily identifiable reported that strangers had frequently guessed they were 

British, American, Canadian, Australian, Irish or South African, which they regarded as high-

status nationalities, and they valued their accent as a useful tool in controlling the first 

impression they made.115 

 

Although these various masks and conforming behaviours above were primarily adopted in 

specific situations for the practical purpose of avoiding othering, the two-way relationship 

between selective identity performance and self-perception of identity indicates that this 

process of strategic disidentification may subsequently lead to a reconstruction of one’s 

                                                
 
112 Zuzanna, Polish. 
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fundamental self-categorisation towards new or different group affinities. This concept of re-

identification was investigated through questions about interviewees’ membership to 

collective identities at the geographical or national level, such as ‘Londoner’, ‘British’ and 

‘Italian’; to denationalised identities such as ‘European’ and ‘international’; and to multi-

layered hybrid identities, paying particular attention to any changes before and after the 

referendum.116 In the following section 4.3.3, I analyse the findings on this reconstruction or 

re-layering of identities as a result of Brexit. 

 

4.3.3 Reconfiguring layers of collective identity: “I’m halfway here and halfway 

there”117 

 

Almost all interviewees reported attachment to multiple identities and the various hybrid 

combinations they described often related to their individual circumstances and life paths, 

with manifold other influential factors which would make for fruitful study on another 

occasion.118 This section however will focus on answering the specific research question of 

how Brexit has affected migrant identity formation processes.  

 

Grzymala-Kazlowska’s research on social anchoring and Hogg and Wagoner’s uncertainty-

identity theory both propose that in times of crisis or self-related uncertainty, such as the 

post-referendum period, people are prone to turn to group identification in order to reduce 

uncertainty and find a stable point of reference.119 As the referendum has effectively redrawn 

the boundaries of group membership and redefined previously established collective 

identities, these two theories would suggest that the 22 interviewees have undergone a form 

of identity reconstruction in response to the referendum. The findings in previous sections 

have exhibited their reactions to the result, the impact of othering on their feelings of 

belonging and inclusion, and the masks and conforming behaviours they adopted as coping 

mechanisms. Taking these into account, I now assess the overall result of these factors on 
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their multiple layers of identity and the reconfigurations that have occurred, many of which 

exemplify theories explored in Chapter 1. 

 

Migrant patterns of belonging 

 

Firstly I assess where these interviewees sit within Ranta and Nancheva’s four migrant 

patterns of belonging, and secondly I analyse the eight distinct re-identification options 

available to them.120 

 

Figure 2: Categorisation of interviewees into Ranta and Nancheva’s four patterns of 

belonging 121 

 

 

                                                
 
120 Ranta and Nancheva, “Unsettled: Brexit and European Union nationals' sense of belonging,” e2199. 
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Figure 2 shows a diverse spread of interviewees across the four patterns, with the majority 

aligning with a cosmopolitan or in-between pattern reflective of their migrant status. Italians 

predominantly exhibited an in-between pattern of strong links with both the UK and Italy, 

displaying pride in their Italian nationality and their sense of belonging in the UK, since they 

did not feel personally targeted by mechanisms of exclusion. Polish and Romanians appeared 

more likely to present a cosmopolitan pattern, rejecting or deprioritising their nationality in 

favour of a transnational identity, in keeping with their most common coping strategies for 

the othering they have experienced in the UK. Only four interviewees identified strongly 

with a single nationality over others, through a breakaway or patriotic pattern. Two of these 

rejected their original national identity in favour or a London- or UK-based identity, and two 

were related to fundamental disapproval of the EU and low integration into the UK.  

 

All six with international upbringings (marked with *) displayed attachment either to 

multiple national identities or to a transnational collective identity, demonstrating a 

correlation between their multicultural start in life and a cosmopolitan or hybrid in-between 

pattern later on. Of the nine who had taken active steps towards naturalisation in the UK 

(marked with †), twice as many exhibited an in-between pattern than a cosmopolitan pattern, 

corresponding with the theory of dual nationality leading to greater affinity for the new 

country. 

 

Ranta and Nancheva’s empirical study concluded that the referendum had disrupted these 

four patterns and provoked the consolidation of EU27 nationals towards a collective 

European identity.122 From Figure 2 it is difficult to evaluate their conclusion, since this 

categorisation depicts interviewees’ patterns on the day of interview, but does not adequately 

reflect changes over time since 24th June 2016. Hence the following mapping was employed 

to analyse these changes. 
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Re-identification options since the referendum 

 

To answer the research question regarding the impact of Brexit on citizens’ identities since 

the referendum, we now consider the four ‘layers’ of collective identities which emerged 

most commonly while coding the interviews: Londoner; British; national (Italian / Polish / 

Romanian); European / transnational. These four identity categories offer eight distinct re-

identification options to the interviewees:  

 

Figure 3: Mapping of interviewees into the eight re-identification options after the 

referendum 
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I. Stronger attachment to an acquired Londoner identity: The four people who identified 

more strongly as Londoners than before felt a degree of acculturation and that their 

experiences in the city had fundamentally changed them and their lives for the better, 

even despite Brexit. They appreciated London’s tolerance and multiculturalism, 

regarding the city as quite distinct from ‘Leave’-voting areas in the rest of the UK, which 

coincided with less affinity for the country as a whole. Besides these four, the low 

numbers of people moving towards a Londoner identity would chime with Gupta and 

Ferguson’s theory of the de-territorialisation of identity as a result of globalisation.123  

 

I feel nor Italian nor British at the moment, I just feel a citizen of London, a Londoner, 

because life here is going well. I realised that London slowly changed my lifestyle 

and my mind as well.124 

 

It's changed my life living here, so London is a big part of my identity.125 

 

II. Detachment from or rejection of a Londoner identity: Most interviewees could 

disassociate open-minded ‘Remain’-voting London from the xenophobia occurring 

elsewhere in the UK, but for two Italians the sense of unwelcome was felt so deeply that 

it had pushed them away from the city as well as the wider country. 

 

I have a sense of sadness [about the referendum] and that changes my attitude towards 

the city. I used to think London was the centre of the world and then you realise that 

it’s not – you think “I don’t want to get stuck here on a small island, what should I do 

next?”126 

 

III. Stronger attachment to an acquired British identity: Six people slightly increased their 

identification with a British identity, mainly as an indirect result of two other processes. 

All six had taken naturalisation steps since the referendum to alleviate their uncertainty 

and, once they had acquired UK citizenship or a permanent residence card, they 

subsequently felt more attachment to the UK, aligning with La Barbera’s remarks on dual 
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nationality leading to increased belonging, discussed in section 1.1.127 Two had become 

more interested in UK politics since they felt more directly affected by Brexit 

developments, and they reported that this also generated greater affinity to the UK. 

 

Yeah [...] maybe you feel a bit more part of it, now that you're a citizen.128 

 

I became more politically interested and [...] I feel more sympathy for the people of 

this country, as before I used to think “Oh stupid people voted ‘Leave’”. I now feel 

much more involved and entitled to be in this country. Through understanding, I 

became more understanding towards this country.129 

 

IV. Detachment from or rejection of a British identity: Six people felt a strong rejection of 

any British affiliation, directly attributed to the marginalisation they felt in this borderland 

of uncertainty surrounding Brexit, akin to the liminal stage of migration studied by van 

Gennep and Turner.130 A further sub-group of Italians aged over 40 even refused the 

concept of acquiring UK citizenship as an ‘insurance policy’, on the fundamental 

principle of rejecting any connection to a British identity. 

 

I wouldn't want the passport even if it were for free. I've felt for so long that they've 

made my life difficult for no good reason, and I've experienced discrimination, and I 

feel people are looking down on me.131 

 

I try to totally disassociate London from the UK, just for sanity. It definitely affects 

my view of the UK. [...] I absolutely don’t feel British, I borderline feel uncomfortable 

thinking of myself as a British citizen. I hate parts of it. [...] I've been here for 11 years 

and culturally I really do not feel British, my personality, culture and behaviours are 

very different.132 

 

V. Stronger attachment to their national identity (Italian / Polish / Romanian): Six people 

revealed a stronger allegiance and pride in their national identity, wanting to defend it 

from xenophobic attacks. Three felt a growing nostalgia and idealisation of their home 

country, a place where they felt greater belonging than in post-referendum Britain, 
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aligning to La Barbera’s comments on diasporic attachment during periods of transition 

in migration.133 

 

I’m still Polish, completely. I think I’ve got more Polish here.134 

 

My friend from Naples said: “I don’t want to be British, I don’t want to have a British 

passport, even if I work here, I’m going to be Italian forever.” It was kind of poetic, 

I liked that sentence. His reason was: “We are different, I cannot see myself as a 

British.” I perfectly agree with him. We are not German or English or French, no, we 

are Italian, full stop, that’s it.135 

 

VI. Detachment from or rejection of their national identity (Italian / Polish / Romanian): Six 

people, all from Poland and Romania, reported that the legitimised prejudice against their 

nationality, and the associated masks and conforming behaviours they had adopted in 

defence or out of shame, ultimately had the effect of decreasing their affinity to their 

original nationality. This corresponds with Anderson’s and Trudgill’s theories on the 

essentiality of cultural markers, particularly language, for constructing and maintaining 

collective identities. In most cases this strategic disidentification coincided with a 

rejection of future return migration, and in some cases with the othering of their own co-

nationals in the UK, so it can be interpreted as a sign of these individuals parting with 

their original national identity quite definitively. 

 

I’ve never been very patriotic or thought of myself as representing Poland, I feel more 

European.136 

 

I wouldn't really say that I identify with being Romanian. It's definitely part of who I 

am [...] but I wouldn't necessarily say that that's Romanian.137 

 

VII. Stronger attachment to a European or transnational identity: This was by far the most 

common option, as fifteen interviewees across all three nationalities gravitated towards a 

stronger solidarity with a shared European or international identity as a result of the 

shared instability of their situation, confirming Ranta and Nancheva’s findings. While 
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many already felt a certain disposition towards this converged cultural hybridity before 

the referendum, due to their uptake of EU mobility and their high EU27 intergroup 

contact in London, a European identity has been noticeably reinforced by the tangible 

threat of the ‘Leave’ vote to their community, and by the clear demarcation of Europeans, 

Europe and the EU as the ‘other’ in media discourse surrounding the UK-EU 

negotiations.138 

 

I'm definitely rooting for the EU in these negotiations and I definitely feel European, 

more for the political message it sends [...] about keeping the EU united. When you're 

on the defensive on any idea, it naturally tends to strengthen things because you're 

forced to confront it more.139 

 

My feeling of being European was always quite strong due to my upbringing, my 

degree, but definitely now it's the strongest it's ever been, because seeing someone 

leave the club makes me want to make sure I'm always part of the club.140 

 

VIII. Detachment from or rejection of a European or transnational identity: The two people 

who bucked the general trend and had distanced themselves from a European identity as 

a direct result of the referendum also conformed to the patriotic pattern, driven by a 

conceptual disapproval of the EU and a pro-Brexit opinion that the UK would benefit 

from leaving the EU. 

 

No, I’m not European. I believe this Europe didn’t go particularly well, my idea is 

that we should keep borders, probably Schengen was a bit too much for that time, we 

should have done something more gradually.141 

 

In reality, a ninth option proved most common: a combination or ‘re-layering’ of the above 

options into a new configuration: detaching from one or more groups and attaching to one or 

more others instead, as long as they are not mutually exclusive. None of the 22 interviewees 

exhibited a tenth option of no change whatsoever, meaning they have all undergone a process 

of social identity reconstruction or reconfiguration to some extent. While a majority have 

gained a sense of solidarity through a strengthened European or transnational identity, a 
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number of other reconfigurations are visible and section 6.1.3 evaluates the predominant 

combinations of each nationality. 

 

4.3.4 Reconfiguring hierarchies: “When you're all outcasts, it makes the difference 

a bit smaller!”142 

 

The reinvigoration of a European collective identity through performances of solidarity, as 

explained above, has brought into view the subtle reordering of hierarchies between EU27 

nationalities. Nine Polish and Romanians interviewed have deprioritised their national 

identity in favour of a European one, and they now feel more equal belonging to the EU27 

community in London:  

 

The gap between Eastern and Western migrants has probably decreased since the 

referendum as it sent out the idea that we don't want ‘you Europeans’. When you're 

all outcasts, it makes the difference a bit smaller!143 

 

Among mainly Western European friends, the ‘old’ EU14, there was some 

snobbishness towards the ‘new’ EU10 nations. [...] Lots of the old countries frowned 

on the new EU migrants. We are the ones who come and do the dirty jobs. Now they 

all think we’re in the same boat! So now there’s more equality in status between the 

countries. Although they still look down on us, it’s better.144 

 

This perception of equality is not openly embraced by all. Most Italians have struggled to 

transition from their pre-2016 higher-status ‘in’-group position as invisible ‘old’ migrants, 

when they considered themselves “part of the gang” with UK citizens, to a new outsider 

status with all other EU27 nationalities.145 

 

[Did you feel separate from Romanians?] To a certain extent you do. It was quite 

clear to me that the British problem was a lot more with East European immigration 

than with Italians or Spaniards.146 
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[Do you think you have a different status as Italians compared to Polish and 

Romanians?] Yes. Unfortunately yes, I think so. Even if it’s a plus for us, and we are 

a bit privileged, it’s not something that makes me happy.147 

 

These conflicting opinions between the ‘old’ and ‘new’ countries regarding membership of 

the European collective identity in London, and the apparent demotion of Italians in the 

citizenship‐identity hierarchy, are both likely factors in Italians’ higher degrees of 

indignation at Brexit than their Polish or Romanian counterparts. 

 

There is this hierarchy of migrants. After the referendum a lot of my Western 

European friends told me that that was the first time in their lives they felt like 

migrants or outsiders. Honestly, they had this idea that we [and the British] are all EU 

citizens and they really felt equal, like we’re not even migrants, we’re just free movers 

benefitting from our treaty rights. Whereas personally I always felt like a migrant 

since 2012.148 

 

Having never experienced it before, this othering proved more of a shock to these ‘Western’ 

Europeans and Italians than to the ‘new’ migrants, and this greater sense of identity crisis has 

led to more emotional reactions and more dramatic consequences, as shall be demonstrated 

in Chapter 5. 

 

Looking at identity hierarchies, some Polish and Romanians even expressed distaste for their 

own co-nationals, using some of the coping strategies above to avoid people of their own 

nationality:  

 

Sometimes I felt embarrassed that people came here as they gave Poland a bad 

reputation, as they’d come after hearing stories about benefits. I’d see jobless 

homeless Polish people around Victoria station [...] and I felt embarrassed, thinking 

I'm not one of ‘them’.149 

  

If I'm with a group of friends in London and we see a group of Romanians speaking 

loudly, we'll switch to English for privacy. [...] I'm trying to avoid the Romanians in 

London who are trying to sell you something or are beggars.150 
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148 Cristina, Romanian. 
149 Agata, Polish. 
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This performance of estrangement towards co-nationals of a perceived inferior social status 

is the contrary of the solidarity which they perform towards a collective European identity, 

and supports the theory of a weakening attachment to their Polish or Romanian national 

identity through the re-identification process provoked by Brexit. 

 

4.4 Summary of analysis 

 

These findings and analysis indicate that the 2016 referendum result and the uncertainty 

encircling Brexit since then have had a demonstrable impact on the identity formation 

processes of Italian, Polish and Romanian citizens in London. This is due to factors, attitudes 

and experiences triggered or exacerbated by the referendum, such as ongoing uncertainty, 

shock, xenophobic abuse and othering, to which many interviewees have responded with 

identity masks and linguistic conformity to deter the assault on their national identities and 

negotiate belonging to new or other collective identities. These findings reveal that each of 

the interviewees has undergone a reconfiguration of their social identity as a coping strategy 

for this new context, with eight options ranging from strategic disidentification from a 

national identity, to diasporic patriotism, and from acculturation to a local identity, to 

reinforced performances of transnational solidarity. 

 

This chapter also highlights the key cultural and societal factors behind the similarities and 

differences in the three nationalities’ responses to Brexit, while acknowledging the additional 

individual factors that have influence, such as upbringing and naturalisation. The following 

chapter will analyse the interviewees’ subsequent attitudes, reactions and significant 

decisions based on these new reconfigurations, before a discussion of the main findings leads 

to five hypotheses in Chapter 6.  
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Chapter 5: Analysis of migrant reactions and subsequent 

consequences in the context of Brexit 

 

This second chapter of interview analysis continues and builds upon the findings explored in 

the previous chapter, which acknowledged that Brexit has indeed reconfigured the 

interviewees’ sense of belonging in the UK and their identity affinities. I now turn to the 

findings which address the remaining research questions: 

 

2.1.  How do Italian, Polish and Romanian citizens in London deal with the impact 

of Brexit on their identity? 

2.2.  What consequences or outcomes does this provoke? 

 

This chapter focuses on the subsequent consequences of these reconfigured identities on 

interviewees’ attitudes towards London, the UK and UK citizenship, as well as on any 

significant decision-making: whether on short-term reactions to Brexit (like onward 

migration) or longer-term ramifications of Brexit (for example on key life-course transitions 

like parenthood). The analysis focuses on concepts connected to the same four principal 

themes which also underpinned Chapter 4: 

 

● Attitudes towards place and belonging 

● Reactions to a pivotal event 

● Identity formation challenges and strategies 

● Identity’s influence on future plans 

 

5.1 Attitudes towards place and belonging  

 

5.1.1 Opinions on London and the UK as places to live: “The UK used to be the 

number one choice”151 

 

One of the immediate consequences of these identity reconfigurations is the way interviewees 

have altered how they perceive and relate to London and the wider UK as welcoming, hostile 

or (un)attractive places to live. To get beyond tired clichés about British weather and the 
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London Underground, to really elicit interviewees’ opinions towards place in connection 

with their identity and future plans, I asked interviewees about the physical, psychological 

and social construct of ‘home’, a symbolic concept imbued with significant meaning for 

identity according to sociologist Peter Somerville.152  

 

Despite most interviewees’ weakened sense of belonging in the UK due to Brexit-induced 

othering, half of the interviewees still considered London and the UK to be their home.153 

This attitude was held by people across the spectrum of migrant belonging patterns (minus 

the patriotic pattern) and shared across the three nationalities. Some attributed this to having 

British spouses, partners and families-in-law who had helped them assimilate into the local 

community, and others referenced the considerable length of time they had spent in the UK. 

For example, those who initially migrated for higher education have spent their entire adult 

and independent lives in the UK, and this corresponded to a deeper, more immutable 

attachment to place than to collective identities, which have wavered and reconfigured as a 

result of Brexit. ‘Home’ however appears to have remained a more concrete and unshakeable 

notion than identity: 

 

I feel much more at home in the UK, Romania definitely isn’t home. I’m an outsider 

who can understand it very well, but a lot of the stuff is simply alien. I don’t get the 

feeling of meshing into society there like I do here. Romanians would also see me as 

an outsider.154 

 

I treat London as my home and don’t have plans to move back to Poland in the near 

future. London is the best city in the world that I've seen, I'm planning to stay.155 

 

Not everyone felt this way, and certain interviewees embodying the in-between pattern 

continued to regard their country of origin as home, often due to family ties there: “I consider 

Romania to be home, because that's where my family is.”156 

 

                                                
 
152 Peter Somerville, “The Social Construction of Home,” Journal of Architectural and Planning Research 14, 

no. 3 (1997): 226. 
153 See section 4.3.1. 
154 Daniel, Romanian, who moved to the UK as a child. 
155 Karolina, Polish. 
156 Alina, Romanian. 
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Interestingly, the fact that six of the eight homeowners in the group exhibited a cosmopolitan 

pattern of belonging suggests that homeownership in the UK does not naturally correspond 

to greater ties or roots in the country. Indeed, four of the homeowners were contemplating 

emigrating from the UK within the next few years and considered their mortgage 

commitments more of a burden and a hindrance, than a positive long-term link to the UK. 

 

In connection with the atmosphere of uncertainty infiltrating many aspects of their lives, there 

were also a high number of negative comments from all three nationalities that the UK had 

“lost its charm” and no longer mesmerised them like it had before the referendum:157 

 

I try to totally disassociate London from the UK, just for sanity. It definitely affects 

my view of the UK, although I know there are pockets elsewhere that are more 

tolerant and voted differently.158 

 

My perception of the UK has changed, because I had the thought many times of 

maybe I have to close and move my business. I still just don’t know what’s going to 

happen, as a Polish person not married to a British citizen, owning a small business, 

what that will mean for me, so for that reason I feel a bit insecure.159 

 

Respect for the UK’s political system also declined, particularly among Romanian 

interviewees who had previously held the UK’s institutions in high esteem compared to the 

institutional corruption prevalent in Romania, which they unfailingly raised as a key factor 

pushing them away from their home country. 

 

I've lost a bit of trust in the Government because they had to call a general election, 

they're not really doing anything. They've had two years to negotiate and they still 

haven't got anything. Britain’s institutions have lost a bit of reputation and face in my 

personal opinion.160 

 

I just became disappointed in the political class [...] I thought we were up here, ‘up 

high’, but we're just like any other country, the political system doesn’t seem to be 

any more advanced.161 

 

                                                
 
157 Magda, Polish. 
158 Zuzanna, Polish. 
159 Agnieszka, Polish. 
160 Florin, Romanian. 
161 Maria, Romanian. 
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These negative perceptions of the UK have been promulgated through media coverage of 

Brexit in the three countries, with interviewees reporting a marked decline in their co-

nationals’ interest in migrating to the UK in future, which corresponds with the statistics 

showing stalling and decreasing numbers of Italians, Polish and Romanians living in the 

UK.162 This phenomenon ranges from professionals and workers put off by the economic 

uncertainty surrounding Brexit, to prospective students unnerved by the lack of clarity over 

their future immigration status and tuition costs: 

 

The UK used to be the number one choice. [...] I have friends back home who were 

thinking of moving over and had job offers from companies to move here, but they’ve 

changed their minds, as they're not sure what's happening to the country in the next 

few months or years. [...] The people who want to leave Romania will still leave, but 

now they'll just go somewhere else.163 

 

UK universities were really popular when I was at school. My younger brother is 

applying for university now, but he isn’t applying to anywhere in the UK because of 

Brexit, instead he’s trying to go to the Netherlands or Denmark.164 

 

The declining attractiveness of the UK as a migration destination has started to rub off on the 

interviewees too, and several had seriously debated emigrating elsewhere as an escape route 

out of the uncertain predicament that Brexit presents. Ten of the interviewees fit Adrian 

Favell’s portrait of highly-educated, high-flying and highly-mobile EU citizens, so-called 

‘Eurostars’ who are considered more likely to onward migrate to other cosmopolitan 

‘Eurocities’ such as Brussels and Amsterdam.165 In connection with these attitudes towards 

the UK since the referendum, the following section will analyse the interviewees’ practical 

reactions and significant decisions taken in relation to Brexit, including their propensity for 

onward migration. 

 

 

 

                                                
 
162 See Figure 1 in section 3.1. 
163 Maria, Romanian. 
164 Magda, Polish. 
165 Favell, Eurostars and Eurocities, 9. The term ‘Eurostars’ initially only referred to Western European 

migrants, however I argue that this hypernym now applies to highly-educated Eastern European migrants as 

well, given developments in intra-European mobility during the decade since Favell’s book was published. 
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5.2 Reactions to a pivotal event  

 

5.2.1 Practical reactions to the referendum through significant life-course 

decisions: “God knows what’s going to happen, but we will figure something out 

when the time comes”166 

 

The previous section 5.1.1 illustrated how ongoing uncertainty around Brexit had caused 

London and the UK’s international appeal to wear thin, but it had also worn down the mental 

health and overall well-being of interviewees navigating this uncertainty. Hogg and Wagoner 

argue that the anxiety and stress-related emotions felt during self-related uncertainty create a 

hydraulic motivational state in which people seek to reduce uncertainty through processes 

such as group identification, as discussed in Chapter 4.167 Migrants in this situation are also 

motivated to seek other practical escape routes to alleviate this uncertainty, through making, 

accelerating, delaying or halting significant decisions on life-course strategies, including 

return or onward migration, residency and naturalisation, among others. 

 

I’ve always thought that I want to live abroad again. It might have been triggered 

earlier if I didn’t have my British citizenship. If I were still in that uncertainty, I think 

it would have made me want to move.168 

 

London was supposed to be the destination I would be in for years, that was before 

the referendum [...] The referendum just accelerated that process because now there 

is that urgency: leave or not leave. If the UK had voted to remain, the decision would 

have been much easier.169 

 

Most interviewees confirmed that Brexit had forced them to consider migrating from the UK 

more seriously than they might have otherwise and explained that the principal reasons 

behind any migration decisions would be declining job prospects or an economic downturn 

in the UK. For example, four self-employed interviewees’ businesses in the UK were actually 

at risk, as they were dependent on EU funds or access to the European single market: 

 

                                                
 
166 Giacomo, Italian. 
167 Wagoner and Hogg, “Uncertainty-Identity Theory,” 1. 
168 Antonio, Italian, who has acquired UK citizenship since the referendum. 
169 Magda, Polish. 
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If the politicians do not find any agreement then I will move to Milan and start the 

business from Milan, so most of my choice depends on the agreement, because that 

affects my work, which affects my life.170 

 

If the Government doesn’t reach an agreement, then we can just close down. We 

started thinking about moving abroad in October 2018, we realised we need a plan B. 

[...] Now we are starting to think about going back to Italy, but we’ve spent so much 

time here, that I don’t know how we’d start again after so many years.171 

 

Besides pragmatic migration related to economic factors, they explained that uncertainty or 

xenophobia alone were not sufficiently strong factors to motivate their own emigration from 

the UK, although four people did know of other quite extreme cases of people moving for 

these reasons: 

 

I do know one Italian guy from work who moved to Berlin specifically because of 

Brexit, because he didn't feel welcome here anymore, so he moved, which is quite 

bold. He just said the environment didn't make him feel welcome anymore.172 

 

Apart from quite dramatic cases like the one above, the underlying sentiment exhibited by 

most interviewees was a sense of indecision and analysis paralysis, likely in an unconscious 

effort to preserve the existing options until they have more certainty about the future: 

 

I'm more of a ‘wait and see’ kind of guy. Right now I'm just waiting for something to 

happen and, depending what happens, I might leave the UK or I might not, so it's 

much more fragile than before. If a better offer appears somewhere else in Europe, I 

will take it. I wasn't thinking about that before, but then we didn't have these issues 

before.173 

 

Many, like Florin, were unsure and waiting to see what would happen before making 

definitive decisions about a range of options. In terms of migration and mobility, the 

interviewees faced three options. 
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The first mobility option was return migration to Italy, Poland or Romania. Only two people, 

Italian Riccardo and Polish Magda, had already voluntarily decided to return to their 

respective home countries in the imminent future and neither cited Brexit as the main reason. 

A few in the in-between pattern anticipated an eventual move back to be close to family 

members or start a family of their own, but most other interviewees rejected the idea based 

on poor employment and economic prospects (primarily in Italy and Romania), dislike of the 

politics and corruption (in Romania), or anticipated difficulty reintegrating back into home 

communities after developing a different mindset in the UK (in all countries). 

 

I wouldn't go back to Romania, I feel far removed from the system there, and I 

couldn't go back to that way of working. It's more laid-back, more hierarchical, I 

wouldn't fit back in.174 

 

The official statistics in Figure 1 (section 3.1) suggest that Polish citizens are returning to 

their home country in greater numbers than the other nationalities, attracted by rapid 

economic growth and improving standards of living. Although five of the seven Polish 

interviewees did express a desire to move back to Poland, concurring with the statistics’ 

indications, four of them had non-Polish husbands or partners who either could not or did not 

want to move to Poland. Brexit also proved an unexpected obstacle to return migration for 

Romanian Andrei, who had actually wanted to move back to Bucharest in 2016 after a stint 

earning money in the UK. Shortly after the referendum he decided to delay his return and 

pause his Bachelor’s studies there, choosing instead to work in London for the following 

three years until he qualifies for UK citizenship and can guarantee re-entry to the UK in 

future - constituting a very real and significant delay to his life strategy. 

 

The second mobility option was onward migration to elsewhere in Europe or the world, 

which twelve of the 22 interviewees were contemplating at some point in the future. Eight 

fitted the cosmopolitan pattern of belonging and cited wanting a different lifestyle and further 

international experience. Four were of the in-between pattern and, although they ideally 

preferred to stay in the UK, they also wanted to live and work in a stronger economic climate 
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than the UK’s. However, almost all of these twelve felt stuck in analysis paralysis, unable to 

make a decision either way until they knew the outcome of Brexit, and adopting an interim 

avoidance coping strategy of ‘wait and see’.  

 

It did make us think, is this a place we want to continue living? Because the 

uncertainty was unsettling, and this will mean a lot of talent won't come to this 

country, so is this where you want to grow a business?175 

 

Many of our friends are thinking of moving, either back to their country or somewhere 

else, which is also sad for us as we lose our social circle if people start leaving. Brexit 

gave them the courage to take this decision.176 

 

The third mobility option was to stay in the UK. Only six people had firm plans to stay in the 

UK regardless of the Brexit outcome, three due to British husbands and partners, and three 

due to feeling stronger cultural affinity and social ties to the UK than to their original home 

country.  

 

I don't really think it will affect me, as I'm sure I'll have settled status and all the same 

rights.177 

 

Unless they make it impossible or start treating me in a way that’s unfair, like with 

taxes, or unless they restrict my freedom, then I will ignore Brexit and do what I have 

to do.178 

 

Others who had postponed all decision-making in order to ‘wait and see’ were still faced with 

other decisions beyond migration, for example on house purchases, mortgages and rental 

contracts. Faced with a declining property market, several had erred on the side of caution 

and pulled out of imminent house purchases. A mortgage renewal deadline had forced one 

Polish interviewee to take on a 3-year commitment, before knowing how long she would be 

staying in the UK. The reluctance of interviewees to commit to longer-term investments and 

their postponement of significant life-course decisions, such as property purchases, due to 

Brexit uncertainty presents a concerning picture for the future. It poses an interesting question 
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to future researchers regarding what the long-term effects of this uncertainty may be on this 

demographic’s life-courses. 

 

Before the referendum, I was saving for a mortgage deposit for a flat in London and 

wanted to get UK citizenship, as I was looking to stay in the UK. I'm now holding off 

from getting a flat in London because I've heard that the market might collapse after 

Brexit.179 

 

In one case a career decision was even affected by the uncertainty as Romanian Mihaela had 

chosen between two job offers by prioritising the more international of the two organisations, 

which could offer her increased opportunities to transfer abroad in future, in case the UK 

economy worsened significantly. 

 

Overall, considering interviewees’ practical reactions to uncertainty arising from the 

referendum, this analysis shows that external circumstances beyond their control were 

stronger determining factors on significant life-course decisions than identity affinities. 

While a pattern of belonging governs a person’s attachment to collective identities and 

subsequent attitudes towards the various migration and mobility options available to them, 

uncontrollable facts of life like a partner, career progression, finances, children’s schooling, 

the economy and property markets ultimately take precedence in such decisions, over and 

above the individual’s identity configuration. In cases where interviewees had fewer external 

constraining factors and more freedom of choice, their internal identity configuration did play 

a more important role in decision-making, for example in deciding whether to return or 

onward migrate and, if the latter, where to. It also shows that avoidance tactics, such as 

postponing definitive decisions to a later date, were a popular option for many interviewees. 

 

Finally, another strategic escape route from this uncertainty was pursued by nine 

interviewees: naturalisation in the UK. This “safety net” of possessing or taking active steps 

towards acquiring UK citizenship alleviated their levels of uncertainty and anxiety by 
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guaranteeing their future status and civil rights in the UK no matter the outcome of Brexit, 

although not everyone had a positive opinion on this option.180 

 

5.3 Identity formation challenges and strategies 

 

5.3.1 Attitudes towards UK citizenship: “I borderline feel uncomfortable thinking 

of myself as a British citizen”181 

 

Prior to the referendum, EU27 citizens derived very few additional rights from having UK 

citizenship, the main one being eligibility to vote in national elections and referenda. The not 

insignificant fee of £1,330 for the application process, along with a requirement to pass 

British culture and English language tests, had previously dissuaded most interviewees from 

applying.182 In the three years of uncertainty following the referendum however, four 

interviewees had already obtained UK citizenship, and five others had taken steps towards it, 

even despite the cost, residency rules and bureaucracy required.183 The recent actions of these 

nine interviewees tally with the wider trend of rising EU27 applications for UK citizenship, 

which saw a 149% year-on-year increase from 2016-17.184  

 

In terms of attitudes towards naturalisation and UK citizenship, there are instrumental and 

emotional dimensions. The most common attitude was shared by fourteen interviewees who 

regarded citizenship as a safety net or “insurance policy” to guarantee that their rights do not 

change after Brexit, rather than something imbued with significance and connected to 

membership of a collective British identity:185 

                                                
 
180 Antonio, Italian. 
181 Zuzanna, Polish. 
182 “Home Office immigration and nationality fees 6 April 2018,” UK Government, last modified March 7, 

2019, accessed July 1, 2019, https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/visa-regulations-revised-

table/home-office-immigration-and-nationality-fees-2018. 
183 To acquire UK citizenship, EU27 nationals must have five years’ continuous residence in the country in 

order to qualify for a permanent residence card or settled status, and twelve months later they can apply for 

citizenship. “Check if you can become a British citizen,” UK Government, accessed July 1, 2019, 

https://www.gov.uk/british-citizenship. 
184 Four Italians, one Polish and four Romanians had applied for permanent residence, settled status or UK 

citizenship, which tallies with statistics for 2017-18 indicating that there was a 24.9% increase in Italian 

applications, an 8.3% increase in Polish applications, and a 43.5% increase in Romanian applications for UK 

citizenship. “National Statistics: How many people continue their stay in the UK?” UK Government. 
185 Antonio, Italian. 
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It’s sad in a way, because it used to be that one day I’d like to have a British passport 

because it’s like more of a connection to the UK. I imagined after 10-20 years, 

marriage and children here, I would become British and identify more with the 

culture. I never planned to apply as soon I qualified. Now it’s really instrumental. I 

just want this piece of paper to make sure the Government can’t steal away my 

rights.186 

  

In the eyes of many interviewees, the referendum result has transformed UK citizenship from 

a former symbol of permanent commitment to the country and emotional attachment to 

British identity, into a practical necessity requiring laborious and expensive paperwork. This 

disassociation of British identity from UK citizenship is evident from the interviewees’ lack 

of emotional attachment, and sometimes even revulsion, to the concept: 

 

From the perspective of wanting to live in a country and contribute and feel proud... 

you know what, I do not feel proud at all to live in the UK. The Brexit vote pushed 

me to get the citizenship but for the wrong reasons. [...] I feel like my defensive 

system came into play. Once you get the citizenship you don't have to care because 

they can't kick you out.187 

 

I’ve only been thinking about UK citizenship seriously since the referendum actually. 

It’s because of Brexit, but I absolutely don’t feel British. I borderline feel 

uncomfortable thinking of myself as a British citizen [...] so it’s purely logistics and 

really sparked by Brexit.188 

 

Only a handful envisaged ever introducing themselves as British or half-British once they 

had acquired the nationality, which prompts an interesting discussion about what factors or 

events are required, beyond acquiring citizenship, to fundamentally acculturate and re-align 

allegiances to national identities. In comparison, section 4.3.3 showed most interviewees 

naturally gravitating towards a transnational and de-territorialised European identity as a 

relatively accessible layer of their identity configuration. The heartfelt adoption or 

configuration of a new national identity, though, tied up with the formalities and defined 

boundaries of the nation-state, appears harder for interviewees to embrace psychologically. 

The concept of national identity seems more tightly bound to one’s blood relatives, birthplace 
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or home during one’s formative years, as opposed to one’s location or home during one’s 

adult years. 

 

Social psychologist Eleni Andreouli discovered through her research with newly naturalised 

migrants in London that acculturation represents “both an enrichment of identity and an 

identity threat”.189 In addition to the examples above of identity threat from naturalisation, 

analysis in section 4.3.3 showed that, once acquired, citizenship does often subliminally lead 

to a greater sense of belonging - an enriching factor. Over time, as increasing numbers of 

EU27 citizens acquire UK citizenship without an associated sense of belonging, due to the 

othering they have felt since the referendum, it will be interesting to observe how they 

navigate these two conflicting identity positions, between enrichment and threat. 

 

Despite this emotional detachment from the collective British identity, pragmatism usually 

prevailed over principle, and the majority of interviewees had considered or taken active 

steps towards naturalisation in order to “feel more secure” and escape uncertainty.190 In 

addition to the majority’s pragmatic view of UK citizenship as an insurance policy to mitigate 

Brexit uncertainty, eight interviewees from Poland and Romania regarded it as a useful asset 

to have, explaining that “it’s just a better passport”, since it allows visa-waiver travel to the 

United States, which is otherwise denied to both nationalities.191 Though even this perceived 

value is disputed by some: “I don't see the point, because a European passport gives you a 

lot of benefits and is more valuable now than a British passport, so why would I bother?”192 

 

In addition to the tensions between identity and naturalisation, interviewees also highlighted 

other key barriers. Regarding literal barriers to naturalisation such as cost, Italians viewed 

the expense as a worthwhile investment for the future, but five less financially established 

Polish and Romanian women were fundamentally indignant against the high financial burden 

                                                
 
189 Eleni Andreouli, "Identity and Acculturation: The Case of Naturalised Citizens in Britain," Culture & 
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of citizenship, which they saw as unfairly resulting from a referendum in which they could 

not vote. 

 

A more symbolic barrier for some interviewees was the internal dilemma over whether or 

not they could face swearing the obligatory oath of allegiance to the Queen, which is required 

during the compulsory British citizenship ceremony. Five Italians had seriously struggled to 

come to terms with this requirement, demonstrating passionate anti-monarchist values, a 

strong aversion to archaic imperial undertones, and explaining that they would need to lie 

under oath. Far fewer Polish and Romanians took issue with this part of the naturalisation 

process, with Romanian Florin taking a more sympathetic approach: “I don't have a problem 

with the Queen, the Queen's never done anything to upset me”.193 This divergence of opinion 

between the nationalities may sound trivial, but is actually indicative of a more significant 

phenomenon discovered through this research. 

 

My Italian friends felt very angry, they took it even worse than I did. They thought 

the door was open, like they had to go. [...]  My Sicilian friend told me not to apply 

for UK citizenship, and she refused to do it herself. She was implying I would be 

selling myself out.194 

 

Through the interviews, it emerged that Italians over the age of approximately 40 were 

diametrically opposed to naturalisation and reacted emotionally to other perceived threats to 

their sense of national identity, far more so than their younger co-nationals or any 

demographic of Polish or Romanian interviewees. In response to their sudden exclusion as 

‘European outsiders’ since 2016, the three Italian interviewees Gabriele, Giulia and Riccardo, 

aged 39, 41 and 48, had actually developed a stronger allegiance and pride in their Italian 

identity.195 One hypothesis might be that unexpected identity-based othering in a slightly 

older Italian migrant context are the conditions required for a sense of Italian patriotism to 

develop, potentially connected to having less exposure to the growing transnational European 

identity that is widespread among younger generations. A more comprehensive study would 
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be required in order to draw conclusions on this phenomenon of Generation X Italian 

migrants’ patriotic rejection of naturalisation, which had not previously been explored in any 

literature reviewed. 

 

Most other interviewees held a pragmatic and instrumental attitude towards UK citizenship 

and considered it a feasible method for reducing the uncertainty that they felt surrounded 

their significant life decisions on migration. Looking beyond these short-term reactions, I 

will now analyse the consequences of Brexit on the interviewees’ longer-term life-course 

transitions, in connection to their sense of identity. 

 

5.4 Identity’s influence on future plans  

 

5.4.1 Children’s identity as legacy: “Our 4-year-old loves Italy, but he also loves 

London and I think he feels British”196 

 

To elicit attitudes and opinions on the longer-term impact of Brexit on their identities and 

life-courses, the interviews also explored concepts such as identity legacy for future 

generations. Benedict Anderson’s theory on ‘imagined communities’ proposed language as 

a marker of belonging to a collective identity, and Anna Ladilova’s research has further 

vouched for the role of heritage language in migrants’ collective identity construction.197 All 

but two interviewees confirmed these theories through desiring their children to learn their 

mother tongue - across all four of Ranta and Nancheva’s patterns and even including those 

who had otherwise rejected or actively masked their nationality through a coping strategy 

discussed above.198 

 

Because I want my kids to feel Italian, it requires them to speak Italian, in my view 

of what it is to be an Italian. [...] I have quite strong views about how language is 

fundamentally your identity and your sense of nationhood extends from language, 

which is the reason I joke about Belgian culture and Switzerland, because there's no 

such thing as a Swiss national.199 

 

                                                
 
196 Giulia, Italian. 
197 Anderson, Imagined communities, 154; Ladilova, "Language and Identity of Migrants," 176. 
198 These two interviewees did not want to have children. 
199 Francesco, Italian. 
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It seems like the right thing to do, doesn’t it - if you come from somewhere you should 

probably speak the language pretty well.200 

 

Intriguingly, one Polish interviewee, Magda, had virtually stopped speaking Polish 

altogether, even with her Polish fiancé, as she preferred the English-speaking version of her 

personality and felt more at ease speaking English than Polish. She embodies an extreme 

cosmopolitan pattern of belonging as, quite uniquely, she saw herself solely as a global 

citizen and didn’t attach herself to any national identity, and her use of the English language 

helped to strengthen her international self-image - not because she related to English as the 

native language of her current locality, but rather as the lingua franca of her international 

circle of friends. Magda didn’t want children, so accordingly did not wish to pass down the 

Polish language either, and her particularly strong aversion to her country of origin’s 

language and identity can be considered an interesting, if rare, case in this study. 

 

A handful of interviewees wished to pass down other aspects of their cultural background 

which they viewed of equal importance to language, such as traditional Polish cooking and 

Italian family values.201 

 

On the hypothetical topic of how their future offspring might self-report their identity once 

in their teens, interviewees in the in-between pattern, with links to both home and host 

communities, had a logical eagerness for their children to recognise their own cultural and 

national heritage, for example through saying they are “half-British half-Italian”.202 There 

was realism about the likelihood of this happening if they were raised primarily in the UK, 

and overall this issue was deemed less important than learning their mother’s or father’s 

tongue. 

 

I understand the child would feel more British, but I would want them to say their 

heritage is British-Indian-Polish. They will definitely feel more British [...] and I think 

                                                
 
200 Daniel, Romanian. 
201 Karolina, Polish; Giacomo, Italian. 
202 Giacomo, Italian. 
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Polish will feel like a bit of a distant concept to the children. [...] If they just said 

British, I think I’d feel a bit sad!203 

 

On a related note, some male interviewees felt more relaxed about this eventuality, explaining 

that their national identity would survive through the distinctly Italian or Romanian surname 

the child(ren) would inherit, thanks to the societal norm of patrilineal surnames.204 When this 

fact was raised with female interviewees regarding their own maiden names, there was 

instead a sense of resignation that this link to the mother’s heritage would likely be lost.  

 

Contrastingly, two Polish interviewees who exhibited the cosmopolitan pattern of belonging, 

rejecting their national identity and instead self-identifying as ‘Europeans’, did not have 

strong feelings about their children recognising their Polish roots, with one even saying:205 

 

I like the idea that they would say “European” rather than a specific nationality, to be 

open and cosmopolitan.206 

 

Discussions on where and how their future children would be educated were straightforward 

for the few who had taken definitive decisions on where their home would be in the next few 

years and decades. But the topic presented the majority of undecided interviewees with a 

challenging social dilemma between egoism and altruism towards their future children. Some 

were caught between general high regard for the British education system and their own 

tentative plans to emigrate in future, and conversely some others were trying to balance their 

desire to stay in the UK for promising career opportunities against their disapproval of British 

schools. 

 

I still think a British upbringing is a pretty good stamp in the passport of life so I’d 

quite like to give my children that upbringing.207 

 

For me, I do want to work in a developed country, and have my kids with me. But in 

Romania I’d have help from my parents, and I think the education system is much 

                                                
 
203 Agata, Polish. 
204 Colleen Nugent, “Children's Surnames, Moral Dilemmas: Accounting for the Predominance of Fathers' 

Surnames for Children,” Gender and Society 24, no. 4 (2010): 499. 
205 Aleksandra, Polish; Karolina, Polish. 
206 Aleksandra, Polish. 
207 Daniel, Romanian. 
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better. From what I understand, in the UK if you can go to a private school it's 

amazing. If not, God help you!208 

 

Many interviewees had not properly considered the country or location of their children’s 

schooling before the interview, as it involves decisions over where they themselves would 

commit to live for a certain period of time while raising children. The very specific question, 

with more immediate implications for the interviewees who are closer to parenthood, seemed 

to focus their minds to a greater extent than previous questions about tentative plans to stay 

or leave the UK at some undefined point in the future. This example raises the important 

question of how indecision and uncertainty surrounding Brexit in the short-term, through a 

‘wait and see’ approach, can indirectly affect or delay life-course decision-making in the 

longer term. This interesting subject has been explored in greater depth by population 

geographer Naomi Tyrrell and others using life-course theory, concluding that “the external 

forces of Brexit are now [...] causing unprecedented uncertainty over their futures”.209 

 

5.5 Summary of analysis 

 

This chapter builds on the previous analysis of identity formation processes in Chapter 4, 

which found that the interviewees had all undergone a reconfiguration of their social identity 

as a form of coping strategy. The four patterns of belonging and eight reidentification options 

discussed in Chapter 4 have been used as frames through which to understand the attitudes 

and significant decisions that interviewees have adopted in order to reduce the uncertainty 

they have faced since the referendum. The findings indicate that attitudes towards London 

and the UK as places to live are indeed influenced by individual patterns of belonging and 

affinities to different collective identities, whereas in more significant life-course decisions 

on migration, most people’s identity-based preferences were ultimately overridden by 

uncontrollable practical realities such as careers, relationships, housing situations, and 

economic prosperity. This reveals the limited power of identity reconfigurations to govern 

real-life outcomes and reactions.  

                                                
 
208 Alina, Romanian. 
209 Naomi Tyrrell et al., "Belonging in Brexit Britain: Central and Eastern European 1.5 Generation Young 

People's Experiences," Population, Space and Place 25, no. 1 (2019): 9. doi:10.1002/psp.2205. 
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When making these significant decisions, many interviewees were faced with analysis 

paralysis and had subsequently sought an escape from this uncertainty through naturalisation, 

attitudes towards which were predominantly pragmatic. Another popular option was 

adoption of ‘wait and see’ avoidance tactics, which prolonged the strain on interviewees’ 

well-being and threw their longer-term plans for parenthood into question, suggesting that 

the current uncertainty may have long-lasting societal ramifications for this cohort in the 

future. 

 

The following chapter evaluates and interprets the most significant findings exhibited in 

Chapters 4 and 5 to investigate cause-and-effect relationships that answer the research 

questions, and it reaches five general conclusions and hypotheses that could apply more 

widely beyond the 22 individuals interviewed. 
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Chapter 6: Evaluation and discussion of key factors and 

consequences 

 

This qualitative empirical research has sought to understand and explain the cause-and-effect 

relationships that link identity and decision-making for migrants, in a context of sustained 

uncertainty during this pivotal moment in the history of intra-EU migration. This discussion 

chapter reviews the most significant findings presented in Chapters 4 and 5 and places them 

within their theoretical context, following the order of the research questions. It proposes five 

generalised hypotheses from these findings and discusses the broader implications on the 

wider Italian, Polish and Romanian communities in London, before demonstrating 

confidence in the hypotheses’ validity through an overview of the study’s limitations. 

 

6.1 Hypotheses on the impact of Brexit on identity 

 

In answer to the first research question on how Brexit affects identity formation processes 

and the second question regarding the role of the different national backgrounds in 

influencing these processes, there are three main hypotheses. 

 

6.1.1 Xenophobic othering either reinforces or reconfigures collective identities 

depending on its nature and context 

 

The first hypothesis regards the significant role of Brexit-induced xenophobic othering and 

marginalisation in challenging collective identities, which either prompts reinforcements or 

reconfigurations of these identities, depending on the nature of the exclusionary acts and the 

historical context involved.  

 

Sudden and unexpected discrimination which is perceived as an undeserved direct threat to 

one’s identity can reinforce a person’s attachment to that identity, whether that is through 

bolstering patriotism to a defined national identity, such as Italian, or through performances 

of solidarity to a transnational collective identity, such as European. After the 2016 

referendum, Italians in London lost their coveted status as invisible ‘in’-group migrants and 

were thrust into a new social category of reference. In line with La Barbera’s theory, they 

have reacted fiercely to their first unprecedented experiences of othering, with indignant 
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assertions of their pride in the Italian and European layers of their hybrid identity which they 

consider under threat.210 They deem these two collective identities as high-status and worthy 

of defending, and this patriotism has since governed how they relate to London and the UK 

as places to live long-term, and to the various other nationalities and identities around them, 

as well as governing their emotional and pragmatic reactions to the referendum, for example 

through their strong aversion to the oath of allegiance required in the naturalisation process. 

 

However, groups who have endured more extensive and sustained acts of exclusion and 

discrimination over longer periods of time have reacted very differently, gradually shedding 

the discriminated national identity and searching for a new social categorisation that can 

shield them from the abuse. In the case of Polish and Romanian citizens in London, the 

‘Leave’ vote in 2016 served as a catalyst that legitimised and re-intensified the prolonged 

abuse they have suffered in the UK stretching back to the mid-2000s. Over time this has 

caused them to feel shame and embarrassment of their ‘new’ or ‘Eastern European’ national 

and cultural heritage, and in response they have adopted coping strategies that mask key 

markers of their national identity, such as language. While these masks and conforming 

behaviours were primarily adopted out of pragmatism and the desire to avoid discrimination, 

this long-term strategic disidentification has since become their norm and led to the gradual 

reconfiguration of their social identity, away from the deprecated Polish or Romanian 

identities and towards more socially accepted labels, such as ‘European’. Another factor 

driving this abandonment of national identity is the low historical and political prestige they 

associate with their home country and their othering of their own co-nationals in the UK, 

from whom they wish to dissociate themselves in order to bolster their own self-image, in 

accordance with Henri Tajfel’s social identity theory.211  

 

This hypothesis proposes that, despite their very different historical experiences of othering 

and their diverging present-day reactions, the three nationalities’ fundamental shared 

                                                
 
210 La Barbera, “Identity and Migration: An Introduction,” 3; Viola, “Negotiation of Identities and 

Negotiation of Values in Multicultural Societies,” 29. 
211 Tajfel and Turner, “An integrative theory of intergroup conflict,” 33. 
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experience of exclusion as the external ‘other’ has provoked performances of solidarity and 

increased affinity to a transnational European identity. 

 

6.1.2  External othering provokes contests to citizenship-identity hierarchies 

within collective solidarity 

 

Connected to this increased sense of solidarity is the second hypothesis that Brexit’s clear 

demarcation of all EU27 nationalities as ‘outsiders’ has reconfigured previously existing 

citizenship-identity hierarchies within the EU27 community in London. While snobbery and 

feelings of inferiority formerly existed between nationals of ‘old’ and ‘new’ EU Member 

States, the Polish and Romanians now feel promoted to a more equal footing than before, no 

longer viewed as inferior ‘Eastern’ Europeans substantially below their ‘Western’ European 

counterparts in the pecking order. Italians view this horizontal levelling of the social 

hierarchy as a demotion, from the superior position they previously occupied near the top as 

founding EU members, and they do not view themselves as equal to the Polish or Romanians. 

This dichotomy is one of the driving factors behind the Italians’ impassioned, renewed 

attachment to their national identity, as it is a distinguishing characteristic that preserves their 

position in the ranking and confers them a higher status in relation to other members of the 

EU27 group. So while an outsider might observe the growing attachment of many 

nationalities in London to a collective European identity, under the surface of that shared 

identity’s new, supposedly flatter hierarchy, various groups are actually re-drawing the 

boundaries and ‘othering’ one another to suit their own interests.  

 

Section 4.3.4 on ‘Reconfiguring hierarchies’ demonstrated the divergence in opinions on this 

subject. The Polish and Romanian interviewees, having dispensed with their national 

identities in favour of this higher status European identity, perceive and present themselves 

to outsiders as equals united with all other EU27 nationals: “all in the same boat”.212 The 

Italians disagreed. These internal power struggles within the European ‘imagined 

community’ do not impede the individual members from adopting the label, but it is a space 

of contested identities rather than of united and strictly equal harmony, agreeing with 

                                                
 
212 Zuzanna, Polish. 
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Mazzilli and King’s findings on Italians asserting their status in relation to ‘new’ European 

migrants.213  

 

6.1.3 Increasing affinity to a transnational European identity and the 

limitations of Ranta and Nancheva’s patterns of migrant belonging for national 

comparison 

 

The third hypothesis attests to Ranta and Nancheva’s finding that Brexit is fuelling EU27 

migrants’ social identity reconfigurations towards a transnational European identity, and 

finds that their framework of four patterns of migrant belonging is a useful comparative tool 

for preliminary analysis, but insufficient alone to comprehensively explain all the diverse 

attitudes, reactions and significant decisions made by EU27 citizens in the uncertain context 

of Brexit. The framework does not account for individual factors such as national 

background, type of upbringing or citizenship status, nor circumstantial factors like spouses, 

careers, financial and family ties, all of which play a valuable role in identity formation. This 

makes contextual background information (Chapter 3) and qualitative evidence on coping 

strategies and determining factors (Chapters 4 and 5) essential for understanding the impact 

of Brexit on identity formation. Caveating the relatively small sample size and 

acknowledging the role of individual and circumstantial factors mentioned above, a very 

generalised comparison of the impact of Brexit on the three nationalities’ identity formation 

processes follows, based on a joint analysis using Ranta and Nancheva’s framework 

alongside the eight re-identification options described in section 4.3.3.  

 

Italians in London primarily conform to the in-between pattern characterised by strong 

patriotic and family ties back to Italy, as well as long-standing feelings of belonging in the 

UK. The relatively higher personal shock at the referendum result and the unprecedented 

othering, combined with the unforeseen uncertainty, provokes a greater identity crisis for 

Italians than for Polish or Romanians. This propels them towards both a stronger national 

Italian and stronger transnational European identity, although they feel superior to ‘new’ 

EU27 nationalities. They firmly reject the notion of a British identity on principle and state 

                                                
 
213 Mazzilli and King, “"What have I done to deserve this?"” 508. 
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a greater inclination to emigrate from the UK, but their desire to reduce uncertainty 

meanwhile leads them to overcome emotional aversion to naturalisation, as a result of which 

they indirectly gain a greater affinity to the UK. Having acquired an instrumental safety net 

through UK citizenship, they now adopt a ‘wait and see’ approach to Brexit before taking 

their definitive next steps, as also found by Lulle, Moroşanu and King.214 

 

Polish citizens in London predominantly exhibit a cosmopolitan pattern, favouring a 

transnational European identity. This firm rejection of their national identity is a coping 

strategy adopted as the result of sustained othering and xenophobia experienced in the UK 

both before and after the referendum. This detachment has occurred gradually over a long 

time, rather than just in direct response to the referendum. They also frequently disassociate 

themselves from and ‘other’ their co-nationals in the UK. Since their attitudes towards place, 

citizenship and migration are highly pragmatic and unemotional, the unappealing Brexit 

context of ongoing uncertainty, economic downturn and feeling unwelcome in the UK are 

motivating many to emigrate, either back to Poland’s prospering economy or elsewhere, 

exhibiting ‘reverse embedding’ as proposed by Louise Ryan.215 They are uninterested in 

naturalisation, due to the high cost and their intentions to leave the UK in the short-term, to 

which they are more predisposed than the other two nationalities. 

 

Romanians in London also display a cosmopolitan pattern like the Polish, characterised by 

significant detachment from their national identity and strong attachment to a European 

identity. This is driven by the same high levels of discrimination experienced over several 

years by the Polish, but Romanians are more likely than the Polish to consider the UK their 

home. Their increased desire to stay in the UK is partly due to the unattractive labour market, 

ingrained corruption and political context back in Romania, and this leads to their higher 

interest in acquiring UK citizenship, albeit at an instrumental level as an ‘insurance policy’, 

supporting the findings in McGhee, Moreh and Vlachantoni’s quantitative research.216 They 

                                                
 
214 Lulle, Moroşanu and King, “And then came Brexit: Experiences and future plans of young EU migrants in 

the London region,” e2122. 
215 Ryan, “Differentiated embedding: Polish migrants in London negotiating belonging over time,” 248. 
216 Moreh, McGhee and Vlachantoni, “Should I stay or should I go? Strategies of EU citizens living in the UK 

in the context of the EU referendum.” 
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feel the referendum has elevated their status within the EU27 group in London and, like the 

Polish, they also dislike their co-nationals in the UK. 

 

In summary, I conclude that individuals in London holding one of these three nationalities 

will have experienced some element of identity reconfiguration in relation to the othering or 

uncertainty provoked by the referendum, which supports Hogg and Wagoner’s uncertainty-

identity theory.217  

 

6.2 Hypotheses on the consequences of Brexit’s impact on identity  

 

In answer to the third research question on how Italians, Polish and Romanians deal with 

Brexit’s impact on their identity, and the fourth question regarding the consequences or 

outcomes provoked, there are two main hypotheses. 

 

6.2.1 Absence of a mass ‘Brexodus’ as emigration decisions are governed by 

wider circumstantial and individual factors 

 

The fourth hypothesis regards the absence of a ‘Brexodus’ or mass emigration of Italians, 

Polish and Romanians from the UK in direct response to Brexit, although it finds that the 

referendum has indeed catalysed pre-existing deliberations about emigration and halted or 

delayed other significant life-course decisions, such as house purchases. 

 

Despite the UK media’s portrayal to the contrary, Brexit is not the sole driver of these three 

nationalities’ decisions to emigrate from the UK, as might be interpreted from the statistics 

on stalling or declining population figures. Disapproval of Brexit at a conceptual level and 

feelings of unwelcome since the referendum do impact individuals’ attitudes towards London 

and the UK and prompt the reconfiguration of identities, but wider circumstantial and 

individual factors provide the real motive driving these significant decisions.  

 

                                                
 
217 Wagoner and Hogg, “Uncertainty-Identity Theory,” 1. 
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As an example of circumstantial factors, the slowing UK economy and reduced investment 

into the UK due to Brexit uncertainty indirectly prompt small numbers of Italians, Polish and 

Romanians to seek better employment and business opportunities elsewhere and they 

dissuade many migrants from committing to significant investments in property in the 

immediate-term. This concurs with the original economics-based motivations for 

immigration to the UK and my hypothesis on future migration, both of which are explained 

in Chapter 3. This is particularly the case for Polish citizens in the UK who have observed 

the rapid economic growth of their country since Poland’s EU accession and now see higher 

salaries and better working conditions in Poland than in the UK post-referendum. This is less 

so the case for Italians and Romanians, who still view their home countries as economically 

unattractive. 

 

As an example of individual factors, the current uncertainty of Brexit has created the 

opportune catalyst for migrants who already had vague intentions pre-2016 to emigrate at 

some point in the future, with motives not linked to economics but primarily linked to 

wanting a different life experience or to be closer to family. Had the referendum result been 

otherwise and had there not been a physical action required for them to stay in the UK 

(through needing to apply for settled status), they perhaps may not have been catalysed to 

emigrate at this point.  

 

The numbers of emigrants driven by economic and personal factors are small however, and 

do not solely account for the stalling or declining population figures displayed in Figure 1 

(section 3.1). Anecdotes from interviewees’ contacts back in their home country (section 

5.1.1) suggest that the UK is no longer considered a desirable destination for new arrivals of 

co-nationals, and that Brexit has put off professionals and prospective university students 

alike from migrating to the UK. This hypothesis therefore also suggests that the decreased 

attractiveness of the UK to newcomers since the referendum contributes more significantly 

to the change in net migration than a supposed ‘Brexodus’ of Italian, Polish and Romanians. 

As only a minority have emigrated, my next hypothesis explains the consequences for the 

majority who do remain living in the UK. 
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6.2.2 The search for social categorisation leads either to analysis paralysis or 

increased belonging through naturalisation 

 

The fifth hypothesis finds that, among those who do not emigrate, their search for new social 

categorisation leads to two principal outcomes: analysis paralysis or naturalisation, the latter 

of which can subliminally result in an increased sense of belonging.  

 

Looking beyond identity reconfigurations at the psychological level in section 6.1, towards 

the practical consequences of seeking new social categorisation, there are two outcomes. The 

first outcome is analysis paralysis related to indecision over the different life-course options 

available, and this is characterised by migrants who unconsciously adopt avoidance tactics 

such as a ‘wait and see’ approach, which are thought to contribute to ongoing anxiety and 

stress emotions. In addition to a detrimental effect on migrants’ mental health, significant 

decisions may be delayed until more information on the eventual Brexit outcome is available, 

and the act of postponing major life-course transitions such as house purchases or parenthood 

could potentially have significant, long-lasting societal ramifications for the groups affected. 

 

The second outcome is some migrants’ instrumental decision to naturalise in the UK and 

escape from Brexit-related uncertainty through a coping strategy that guarantees their right 

to remain in the UK in future, if they so wish. Applications for settled status, permanent 

residence and UK citizenship are made out of a need for legal security and a safety net, rather 

than any emotional attachment to British identity or belonging, as evident from the 

interviewees’ attitudes towards citizenship in section 5.3.1. Interviewees who had acquired 

UK citizenship confirm La Barbera’s theory that one unanticipated consequence of 

naturalisation is a greater sense of belonging in the UK (see sections 1.1 and 4.3.3). So 

although this coping strategy is not initially motivated by an emotional affinity to a British 

identity, one subsequent outcome of undergoing naturalisation is an increased attachment to 

that same British identity which had previously been rejected due to the othering experienced. 

Opting for naturalisation as a solution to the search for social categorisation is effectively an 

attempt to re-join the ‘in’-group, and is an action which significantly alleviates the feelings 

of anxiety and stress, which are otherwise felt by those who find themselves stuck in analysis 

paralysis. 
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In summary, I conclude that the practical consequences of Italians, Polish and Romanians’ 

Brexit-induced identity reconfigurations are primarily dependent on broader circumstantial 

and individual factors (like economics and life-course decisions) and on personal preferences 

regarding coping strategies (such as naturalisation or avoidance tactics). 

 

6.3 Limitations of the research and summary 

 

While I am confident in the validity of these five hypotheses, I am aware of this study’s 

limitations relating to the time period in question, the sample size and the geographical area 

studied. The five hypotheses above refer to a specific period in time between the 2016 

referendum and the UK’s departure from the EU. This temporal dimension is both an asset, 

as it presents valuable context-specific qualitative data that will be difficult to research and 

replicate in future, and a constraint, as it restricts the ability to test these hypotheses under 

similar conditions in the future.  

 

The moderate sample size of 22 interviewees inevitably places limits on the application of 

these research findings and hypotheses more broadly across all Italian, Polish and Romanian 

citizens living in London. However, various steps were taken to mitigate this restricting factor 

and ensure the quality and validity of the subsequent findings and hypotheses. A robust 

qualitative methodology was implemented and the data was analysed and coded following a 

rigorous research design, as detailed in Chapter 2. Furthermore, this research does not attempt 

to represent the attitudes and experiences of all 1.62 million people holding these nationalities 

across the wider UK. 

 

The five distinct but interlinked hypotheses above in sections 6.1 and 6.2 are drawn from 

concrete evidence in the interviews conducted and they demonstrate the diversity and 

complexity of cause-and-effect relationships that link identity with decision-making for 

migrants in the context of Brexit. They illustrate the determining factors and the recurring 

coping strategies that link identity to decision-making, though they cannot present every 

minute detail of the interviewees’ individual experiences. While they are necessarily 

generalisations and will not apply identically to every single individual, they paint a clear 
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and confident picture of how the majority of Italian, Polish and Romanian citizens in London 

are dealing with the challenges that Brexit poses to their sense of identity.  

 

The following chapter will recap the main conclusions of this study, position it within its 

academic field and suggest future avenues for research. 
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Conclusion  

 

The key objective of this study has been to investigate, understand and explain the principal 

ways in which Brexit has caused a reconfiguration of identity for Italians, Polish and 

Romanians in London, and how their coping strategies and other determining factors have 

consequences for their future plans and significant life-course decisions. This has been 

achieved through an inductive approach involving a combination of reviewing existing 

theoretical and empirical literature (Chapter 1), designing a suitable methodology (Chapter 

2), presenting the historical context of these nationalities’ migratory patterns (Chapter 3), and 

analysing in-depth interviews with 22 individuals in London (Chapters 4 and 5). 

 

Finally, the research questions are answered in Chapter 6 through five main hypotheses on 

the cause-and-effect relationships that link migrant identity to subsequent decision-making 

through coping strategies and other determining factors.  

 

In terms of Brexit’s impact on identity formation, the hypotheses conclude that xenophobic 

othering related to Brexit can either reinforce or reconfigure collective identities at varying 

scales, depending on the nature of the exclusionary acts and the historical context. Brexit’s 

demarcation of EU27 nationalities as ‘outsiders’ has also resulted in the reconfiguration of 

citizenship-identity hierarchies within the EU27 community in London, contesting the 

established dynamics between ‘new’ and ‘old’, or ‘Eastern’ and ‘Western’ Europeans. For 

the most part, Brexit has prompted Italians, Polish and Romanians to feel an increased 

affinity for, and solidarity through, a transnational European identity, although this 

hypothesis importantly recognises and outlines the specific national trends and differences 

as well. Italians are more likely to maintain ‘in-between’ ties to both Italy and the UK, while 

Polish and Romanians tend to adopt a ‘cosmopolitan’ outlook and transnational European 

identity over and above their national identity. 

 

In terms of the practical consequences of these identity reconfigurations within the context 

of Brexit-related uncertainty, this study concludes that there has not been a mass ‘Brexodus’ 

and that emigration decisions are governed by wider determining factors, not just by identity-
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based preferences and attitudes. Other consequences of the uncertainty that leads to identity 

reconfigurations include analysis paralysis and decisions to acquire UK citizenship, which 

primarily acts as a safety net but subliminally also promotes belonging and affinity to a 

collective British identity. 

 

This research sits within the niche sub-field of migrant identity studies focused on Brexit and 

utilises relevant theories and empirical studies in order to strengthen the analysis and 

hypotheses, through confirming and challenging others’ theoretical frameworks and 

qualitative findings. It provides a particularly useful empirical challenge to Ranta and 

Nancheva’s four patterns of belonging, and it responds directly to McGhee, Moreh and 

Vlachantoni’s specific request for qualitative research that provides a deeper understanding 

of migrants’ future migration strategies to navigate Brexit.218 Sitting within such a small 

niche with a specific demand for this kind of qualitative analysis allows this research to 

provide a substantial contribution to the field of knowledge on migrant identity through 

Brexit, and it is my hope that this thesis will inform future understanding of the important 

issues discussed. 

 

Three main avenues for future research lead on from this research’s conclusions. Firstly, a 

larger scale comparative study could test the five hypotheses on other EU27 nationalities, 

either in London or across the UK, to discover whether these conclusions also apply to other 

nationalities or whether they differ. Secondly, this research could be re-conducted with the 

same interviewees at a future date after the UK leaves the EU, to observe how their decision-

making evolved over the long-term, particularly for those who adopted a ‘wait and see’ 

approach. Finally, the research process gathered approximately 30 hours of valuable primary 

material relating to migration and identity. While this thesis has focused strictly on the 

findings that answer the research questions, there were a plethora of other salient themes in 

this material that could be investigated in a separate study. 

 

  

                                                
 
218 Ranta and Nancheva, “Unsettled: Brexit and European Union nationals' sense of belonging,” e2199; 

McGhee, Moreh and Vlachantoni, “An ‘undeliberate determinacy’?” 2125. 
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Appendix I: List of interviewees 
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Appendix II: Research Purpose statement, given to interviewees during 

recruitment 

 

 

Research study: EU27 citizens living in the UK: sense of identity in the context of 

Brexit 

 

Participants: Approximately 20 EU27 citizens living in the UK. The participants should 

have sufficient knowledge of the English language. 

 

Researcher:  Virginia Stuart-Taylor 

Master’s student at the University of Groningen, the Netherlands 

   v.c.stuart-taylor@student.rug.nl  

    

 

Background: I am currently completing the Master of Arts in Euroculture: European 

Society, Politics and Culture at the University of Groningen (the 

Netherlands) and the University of Uppsala (Sweden). This Master’s 

culminates in the writing of a 20,000-word Master’s thesis for 25 ECTS 

credits. Further detail on the Master’s thesis is here: 

www.euroculturemaster.eu/programme-outline/year-2/ma-thesis. The topic 

of my thesis is “EU27 citizens living in the UK: sense of identity in the 

context of Brexit”. The thesis will be completed by autumn 2019. 

  

Purpose of research: This research has a purely academic purpose. This interview forms part of 

the primary research required for my Master’s thesis. I am interviewing 

approximately 20 EU27 citizens living in the UK to investigate what impact 

(if any) the context of Euroscepticism in the UK since the 2016 referendum 

has had on their sense of identity. The qualitative responses provided in these 

interviews and focus groups will be anonymised and anonymous direct 

quotes may be included in the final thesis.  

 

Format: The interview will last under 1 hour and will be audio-recorded. At the start 

you will have the chance to ask questions about this research and will be 

provided with a ‘Participant Consent Form’ that ensures your confidentiality. 

It will then involve answering questions about your arrival in the UK; the 

community you live in; details such as your occupation, hobbies, family and 

social circle; your opinions on the UK as a place to live; your sense of 

identity; your feelings towards Europe, the EU, your country of origin, 

citizenship and Brexit; your future plans. Participation is voluntary and you 

may decline to answer certain questions if you wish. At the end, you will be 

able to ask any further questions you may have. 

 

mailto:v.c.stuart-taylor@student.rug.nl
https://www.euroculturemaster.eu/programme-outline/year-2/ma-thesis
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Confidentiality: Please see the ‘Participant Consent Form’ for further details of how your 

personal details and responses in the interview or focus group will be handled 

confidentially and anonymised. 

 

Thesis supervisors:  Dr Ine Megens 

Senior Lecturer at the University of Groningen, the Netherlands 

 c.m.megens@rug.nl  

 

 Dr Lars Löfquist 

Senior Lecturer at the University of Uppsala, Sweden 

Lars.Lofquist@teol.uu.se  

  

mailto:c.m.megens@rug.nl
mailto:Lars.Lofquist@teol.uu.se
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Appendix III: Participant Consent Form, signed by all interviewees 

before interview 

 

Consent to take part in research 

  

Research study: EU27 citizens living in the UK: sense of identity in the context of Brexit 

  

● I …………………………………… voluntarily agree to participate in this research study. 

 

● I understand that even if I agree to participate now, I can withdraw at any time or refuse to 

answer any question without any consequences of any kind. 

 

● I understand that I can withdraw permission to use data from my interview within two 

weeks after the interview, in which case the material will be deleted. 

 

● I have had the purpose and nature of the study explained to me in writing and I have had the 

opportunity to ask questions about the study. 

 

● I understand that participation involves answering questions about my arrival in the UK; the 

community I live in; details such as my occupation, hobbies, family and social circle; my 

opinions on the UK as a place to live; my sense of identity; my feelings towards Europe, the 

EU, my country of origin, citizenship and Brexit; my future plans. 

 

● I understand that I will not benefit directly from participating in this research. 

 

● I agree to my interview being audio-recorded. 

 

● I understand that all information I provide for this study will be treated confidentially. 

 

● I understand that in any report on the results of this research my identity will remain 

anonymous. This will be done by changing my name and disguising any details of my 

interview which may reveal my identity or the identity of people I speak about. 

 

● I understand that disguised extracts from my interview may be quoted in Virginia Stuart-

Taylor’s Master’s thesis, as well as potentially in academic presentations and published 

articles related to this thesis. 

 

● I understand that signed consent forms and original audio recordings will be retained by 

Virginia Stuart-Taylor as scanned PDF files and audio files, which the thesis supervisors 

(Dr Ine Megens and Dr Lars Löfquist) may request to access, up until the date when thesis 

has been graded and approved by the exam board (expected by autumn 2019). 
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● I understand that any transcript of my interview, in which all identifying information has 

been removed, will be retained until the thesis has been graded and approved by the exam 

board (expected to be autumn 2019). 

 

● I understand that under freedom of information legislation I am entitled to access the 

information I have provided at any time while it is in storage as specified above. 

  

● I understand that I am free to contact any of the people involved in the research to seek 

further clarification and information. 

  

Researcher:                Virginia Stuart-Taylor 

Master’s student at the University of Groningen (the Netherlands) and the 

University of Uppsala (Sweden) 

                                      v.c.stuart-taylor@student.rug.nl  

                                   

  

Thesis supervisors:    Dr Ine Megens 

Senior Lecturer at the University of Groningen, the Netherlands 

                                      c.m.megens@rug.nl  

  

Dr Lars Löfquist 

Senior Lecturer at the University of Uppsala, Sweden 

Lars.Lofquist@teol.uu.se  

  

  

  

Signature of research participant 

  

  

-----------------------------------------                                    ---------------- 

Signature of participant                                                   Date 

  

  

  

Signature of researcher 

  

I believe the participant is giving informed consent to participate in this study. 

  

  

  

------------------------------------------                                   ---------------------- 

Signature of researcher                                                   Date  

mailto:v.c.stuart-taylor@student.rug.nl
mailto:c.m.megens@rug.nl
mailto:Lars.Lofquist@teol.uu.se
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Appendix IV: Letter from supervisor at the University of Groningen, 

given to interviewees during recruitment to assure confidentiality and 

validity of the research 
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Appendix V: Interview Protocol 

 

Brief introduction:  

● Explain research purpose and interview format 

● Ensure Participant Consent Form is understood and signed, and assure confidentiality 

● Offer opportunity for the interviewee to ask any questions before beginning the interview 

 

Background questions: 

● Name 

● Age 

● Country & city of origin 

● Where you grew up 

● Where and what you studied 

● Current occupation 

● Date of arrival in the UK & how long resident 

● Current location 

● Current citizenship or residency status 

 

Interview 
 

1. Your life in Italy / Poland / Romania and coming to the UK, up to June 2016 

 

A. Thinking back to when you lived in your home country, what kind of background did you 

grow up in?  

a. If needing prompts: eg. international or fairly traditional community 

B. When you last lived there, how strongly would you say you identified with your home 

country? Why was that? 

C. When did you first think of leaving your home country? 

D. What motivated your decision to leave? 

E. How did your friends and family in your home country react? 

F. How did you choose to come to the UK, over other countries? 

G. How long did you originally plan on staying in the UK and why? 

H. What attracted you to the UK? 

a. If needing prompts: eg. improved social mobility, employment opportunities, 

certain values, language/education, other friends/family 

I. When you first arrived in the UK, did you feel welcomed? Can you remember any specific 

examples of feeling welcome or unwelcome? If so, how did you react or cope? 

J. How did your new neighbours or colleagues interact with you, were they welcoming? 

K. Pre-referendum, can you remember a time when you were treated differently from UK 

citizens? 

L. Pre-referendum, can you remember a time when you were treated differently from other EU 

citizens? 

 

2. Feelings around and after the referendum, feelings since the referendum to now 

 

A. Thinking back to 2016, how did you feel about not having a vote in the EU referendum? 

B. During the referendum campaign in spring 2016, did you experience any different treatment 

from anyone? 

C. How did you feel on the day the referendum result was announced? 
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D. What support (if any) did you receive from friends, neighbours and colleagues immediately 

after the referendum? 

E. Did you (or anyone you know directly) receive harassment or verbal abuse after the 

referendum? 

F. Can you remember any stories of verbal abuse towards EU citizens in the UK? If so, how 

did these make you feel? 

G. How did your friends and family in your home country react to the referendum? 

H. Have many of your friends from EU27 countries talked about leaving the UK, or have 

actually left the UK, because of Brexit? 

I. Has Brexit changed the way you feel about the UK? Have any of the original reasons you 

liked the UK changed? 

J. How strongly would you say you identify with your home country now? Has that increased 

or decreased since the referendum? Why is that? 

K. How strongly would you say you identify with the UK? Why is that? Has that changed 

between pre- and post- referendum? 

L. Do you feel your status here in the UK has changed at all? 

M. Have you had any difficulty with administration since the referendum? 

a. If needing prompts: eg. getting a housing contract, finding employment, opening a 

bank account, accessing public services 

N. Do you notice any discrimination based on your nationality, that didn’t exist pre-

referendum? 

O. How do you feel about the EU? 

P. To what extent do you identify as a European? 

Q. Do you feel any extra affinity to other EU27 citizens due to your membership of the EU, as 

compared to non-EU citizens in London? 

 

3. Feelings about the future 

 

A. Do you miss your home country? 

B. Have you thought about moving back to your home country? 

C. Or moving to another country? 

D. Where do you see yourself in 5-10 years’ time? 

E. What are your thoughts about having children in the UK? 

a. Would you send your children to a British school? 

b. How strongly do you feel about teaching your children Italian / Polish / Romanian 

language and culture? How strongly would you like your children to be able to 

communicate with your relatives back in your home country? 

F. How would you feel about retiring in the UK? 

G. Have you thought about applying for UK citizenship?  If yes/no, why? 

H. Do you know of friends in London from EU27 countries who do or don’t want to apply for 

UK citizenship? 

I. Thinking about other EU27 nationalities, and the different communities who have lived in 

the UK for different amounts of time. Do you feel any difference in status or treatment? 

J. Has Brexit made you consider any other different life choices? 

a. If needing prompts: eg. places to live, house purchase/rental, career options, future 

decisions about family/job/ambitions 

 

Conclusion:  

Wrap-up, give opportunity for questions or feedback, and ask for other possible contacts who could 

be interviewed. 


